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A B S T R A C T

Mu3e is a proposed new experiment that searches for the lep-
ton flavour changing muon decay µ

+ → e
+
e
−
e
+ with a pro-

jected sensitivity of 1 in 1016 decays. This decay is extremely
suppressed in the Standard Model and an observation would
be a clear sign of new physics. The muons are stopped on a
target and decay electrons are measured in a magnetic spec-
trometer with a pixel detector. A low material budget and spe-
cial algorithms are required to reconstruct the low momentum,
strongly curved tracks with high precision at high rates.

In this work, I present the first systematic performance eval-
uation of the Mu3e high voltage monolithic active pixel sensor
prototypes using test beam measurements at DESY. I showed
that this novel technology allows sensor efficiencies above 99 %.

In addition, I characterized a new track fit based on hit
triplets. This fast fit is optimized to reconstruct multiple scatter-
ing dominated tracks and is suitable for Mu3e online tracking.
For a precise offline reconstruction, I adapted the advanced
general broken lines fit. It allows an increase in momentum
resolution of up to 20 % compared to the best fast algorithm.

The systematic pixel sensor and track fit evaluation with the
corresponding software development is a cornerstone for Mu3e
tracking.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Das Mu3e Experiment ist ein neues Experiment zur Suche nach
dem Lepton-Flavour-Quantenzahl verletzenden Myonenzerfall
µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ mit einer angestrebten Sensitivität von 1 in 1016

Zerfällen. Dieser Zerfall ist im Standardmodell so stark unter-
drückt dass eine Beobachtung ein eindeutiger Hinweis für Phy-
sik jenseits des Standardmodells ist. Die Myonen werden durch
ein Target gestoppt und die resultierenden Zerfallselektronen
in einem magnetischen Spektrometer mit einem Pixeldetektor
vermessen. Hierfür sind ein minimales Materialbudget and op-
timierte Algorithmen notwendig, um die niederenergetischen,
stark gekrümmten Spuren mit hoher Rate zu rekonstruieren.

In dieser Arbeit wird die erste systematische Untersuchung
eines mit Hochspannung betriebenen, monolithischen, aktiven
Pixelsensor-Prototypen für das Mu3e Experiment beschrieben.
In Teststrahlmessungen am DESY konnten Nachweiseffizien-
zen für Elektronen von besser als 99 % erreicht werden.

Außerdem wurde ein neuer Spurfit basierend auf Hit-Triplets
charakterisiert. Dieser schnelle Algorithmus ist zur Rekonstruk-
tion von Spuren mit dominierender Vielfachstreuung optimiert
und für die Onlinerekonstruktion des Mu3e Experiments geeig-
net. Für eine präzise Offlinerekonstruktion wurde der General
Broken Lines Algorithmus adaptiert. Er erlaubt eine Verbesse-
rung der Impulsauflösung von bis zu 20 % im Vergleich zum
besten schnellen Algorithmus.

Diese systematische Untersuchung der Pixelsensoren und Fit-
algorithmen in Kombination mit der Entwicklung der zugehö-
rigen Software ist eine der Grundlagen für die Mu3e Spurre-
konstruction.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Standard Model of particle physics describes all currently
known elementary particles and their interactions. It has been
very successful in describing many experimental observations,
with the exception of neutrino flavour oscillations that were
the subject of the 2015 Nobel price [89]. Although the Standard
Model is theoretically self-consistent, it does not incorporate
all fundamental interactions. It lacks e.g. a quantum theory of
gravitation and fails to describe dark matter or dark energy.
Consequently, the Standard Model cannot yet be the complete
‘theory of everything’.

The search for new physics beyond the standard model takes
many different forms. Direct searches, as performed with the
Large Hadron Collider, look for new particles or processes at
previously unreached high energy. Indirect measurements, on
the other hand, pursue rare processes or perform measure-
ments of known quantities with high statistics, usually at lower
energies. Examples are precision measurements of the muon
magnetic moment and its gyromagnetic ratio or (heavy) flavour
spectroscopy at specialized storage rings.

Maybe we have already seen hints of new physics? Neutrinos
are massless elementary particles in the original formulation of
the Standard Model and lepton flavour is a conserved quantity.
However, neutrino flavour oscillations were proposed early on
[9, 10, 12], but not validated until in 1998 the disappearance
of atmospheric muon neutrinos was discovered by the Super
Kamiokande collaboration[24], followed by evidence for conver-
sion of solar electron neutrinos by the Sudbury Neutrino Obser-
vatory in 2001/2002 [27]. These findings indicate that neutrinos
have different non-zero masses and that the flavour eigenstates
are superpositions of the mass eigenstates. Yet, the mechanism
which generates neutrino mass is still unknown.

With neutrino mixing it is clear that lepton flavour violation
occurs in interactions in the neutral lepton sector. In the quark
sector, flavour mixing via the CKM matrix has been a long es-
tablished mechanism [13, 14, 73]. This immediately poses the
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2 introduction

question of flavour violation in the charged lepton sector [26,
66]. In principle, neutrino mixing enables lepton flavour viola-
tion in the charged lepton sector via loop diagrams. However,
these processes are severely suppressed well below any exper-
imentally accessible rates. This makes any measurable lepton
flavour violating process in the charge lepton sector a clear sign
for new physics.

Experimentally interesting for the search of charged lepton
flavour violation are decays of muons, e.g. µ+ → e

+
e
−
e
+, due

to the availability of intense muon beams combined with a clear
experimental signature. Previously, the SINDRUM experiment
(1983-86) searched for said decay µ

+ → e
+
e
−
e
+ and found an

upper limit on the branching ratio of 1 × 10−12 at 90 % con-
fidence limit [19]. Recently, advances in detector technologies
have put into prospect even more precise measurements.

The Mu3e experiment is a proposed new experiment [61, 64]
that searches for µ

+ → e
+
e
−
e
+ with a projected sensitivity

of 1 in 1016 decays. A high intensity, low energy muon beam
is stopped on a target where the muons decay at rest. The
resulting decay electrons are measured by a particle tracker
in a solenoid magnetic field with four layers of silicon pixel
sensors. The tracker needs to have a minimal material budget
while maintaining a continuous, high data readout. The key to
achieve this goal are novel fast, thin silicon pixel sensors, so
called high voltage monolithic active pixel sensors that are fab-
ricated in commercial CMOS technology.

The major challenges for Mu3e are both hardware and soft-
ware related. On the hardware side, it is vital to show that
these novel silicon pixel sensors work with a high efficiency
and provide the required resolution. With only four detector
layers, there is very little redundancy for inefficiencies. In the
first part of this work, results from test beam measurements
with one of the first working small-scale prototype sensors are
presented.

The high data output of the detector and the signature of the
signal decay necessitate online reconstruction to filter events of
interest. This requires fast algorithms to precisely reconstruct
low momentum, high curvature tracks with few measurements
points. In contrast to established reconstructions at high ener-
gies with low curvature tracks and a large number of measure-
ments, e.g. at the Large Hadron Collider, the tracks are dom-



introduction 3

inated by multiple scattering. In the second part of this work,
I will present a systematic study of several track fitting algo-
rithms and their performance under different experimental con-
ditions. This includes a novel track fit algorithm based on hit
triplets for fast online reconstruction and an application of the
general broken lines fit as an advanced track fit for a detailed
offline reconstruction.

I will first briefly review the theoretical motivation for the
search for charged lepton flavour and give an overview of the
Mu3e experimental design. Then, I will introduce the sensor
prototypes and discuss their performance in test beam mea-
surements. The following part will explain the basic concepts
of track fitting, present the track fitting algorithms, and evalu-
ate their performance in a generic setup and specifically for the
Mu3e experiment.





2
L E P T O N F L AV O U R V I O L AT I O N

The Standard Model of particle physics is a quantum field the-
ory constructed by assuming a set of symmetries. Since sym-
metries and conservation laws are intimately connected [3], the
symmetries of the system can be examined by investigating con-
served and non-conserved quantities. In the past, interesting
physics phenomena were found, where perceived symmetries
are broken.

2.1 lepton flavour in the standard model

Leptons in the Standard Model carry an additional quantum
number, the lepton flavour or lepton family number, which in-
dicates the generation they belong to, i. e. electrons, muons, or
taus. Particles carry a positive lepton number, e. g. electrons
and electron neutrinos both carry an electron lepton number
le = 1, and anti-particles carry a negative lepton number. Un-
til the discovery of neutrino oscillation measurements, lepton
flavour was assumed to be a conserved quantity in the Standard
Model. Neutrino oscillation [24, 27, 77] changes neutrino types,
e. g. νe → νµ, and consequently violates the lepton flavour num-
ber.

e+

γ/ZW+

νµ νe

e+

µ
+

e−

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram for the lepton flavour violating decay
µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ via neutrino mixing.

Neutrino oscillation or mixing involves only neutral leptons.
This opens an obvious question: does lepton flavour violation
also occur in processes involving charged leptons? With neu-
trino mixing, charged lepton flavour changing processes can

5



6 lepton flavour violation

occur via loop diagrams such as the one shown in Figure 2.1
for the µ

+ → e
+
e
−
e
+ decay.

While theoretically allowed, the branching ratio for this decay
is severely suppressed due to the large ratio of neutrino mass
differences and W boson mass. The full branching ratio from
[66] is proportional to

BR(µ → eee) ∼

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ ∑
i=2,3

U∗
µiUei

∆m2
i1

m2
W

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐

2

< 10−54, (2.1)

where the Uij are the entries of the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata neutrino mixing matrix [9, 10, 12], ∆mij are the neutrino
mass differences and mW is the W mass. A branching ratio

below 10−54 is unreachable by any experiment in the near
future.

decay br limit experiment

µ
+ → e

+
γ 5.7 × 10−13 MEG [62]

µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ 1 × 10−12 SINDRUM [19]

µ
− +Au → e

− +Au 7 × 10−13 SINDRUM II [34]

Table 2.1: Current experimental limits for the branching ratios (BR) of
different lepton flavour changing muon decays.

While Figure 2.1 shows only the µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ decay, the

same arguments apply to other charged lepton flavour violat-
ing processes, e. g. the µ

+ → e
+
γ decay and µ

− +Au → e
− +

Au conversion. Both of which are suppressed in the Standard
Model. The current experimental limits for the branching ra-
tios of these lepton flavour violating processes are shown in
Table 2.1.

2.2 beyond the standard model

Since charged lepton flavour violating processes have an exper-
imentally vanishing Standard Model expectation, they are very
sensitive probes for new physics beyond the Standard Model. If
any of theses processes would be observed they must originate
from additional contributions to the Standard Model diagrams
discussed above.
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µ
+

e+

e+

γ/Z

e−

e
+

e
+

µ
+

e
−

Figure 2.2: Generic Feynman diagrams for possible lepton flavour vi-
olating muon decays with new physics contributions. The left
diagram is similar to Standard Model decay where new contri-
butions occur inside the loop. The right diagram corresponds
e. g. to new tree-level contributions.

In principle there are no restrictions on the possible type
of new interactions. Two example generic diagrams for new
physics contributions are shown in Figure 2.2. The left diagram
is similar to the Standard Model loop diagram in Figure 2.1.
Here, new physics would result in new particles running in
the loop. The right diagram shows a four-fermion or contact
interaction. This could be e. g. the result from new tree-level
contributions with new heavy particles or from box diagrams.
While both types of diagrams would contribute to the µ → eee

decay, only the left one will contribute to the µ → eγ decay.
Instead of discussing specific new physics models, a model-

independent comparison can be made by using an effective La-
grangian as discussed in [45, 66]. The simplified Lagrangian
uses only two new physics parameters, an effective mass scale
Λ and a scaling parameter κ that defines the relative contribu-
tion of different types of interactions. Small values of κ corre-
spond to dipole-like interactions mediated by loop diagrams
(Figure 2.2 left) and large values correspond to the contact in-
teraction (Figure 2.2 right).

Using the effective Lagrangian the mass scale sensitivity with
a given branching ratio sensitivity can be calculated for differ-
ent muon decays. This is shown in Figure 2.3 where also the
current branching ratio limits for the decays µ

+ → e
+
γ and

µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ are shown. The overall mass scale sensitivity

can be as large as a few 103 TeV, significantly above the energy
reach of current or future searches at the Large Hadron Col-
lider.
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Figure 2.3: Effective mass scale Λ sensitivity for the decays µ → eee

and µ → eγ for different decay branching ratios in a sim-
plified effective field theory model. Shaded areas include the
phase space that is already excluded by previous experiments.
The κ parameter describes whether the interaction is of dipole
type (small kappa) or a contact / four-fermion interaction (large
kappa) [45, 64].

For small κ values the sensitivity of µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ is sup-

pressed by the additional photon vertex and the µ → eγ decay
can reach the same effective mass sensitivity with a three or-
ders of magnitude lower branching ratio. For larger κ values
the contact terms become important which contribute only to
the µ → eee decay.

To summarize: lepton flavour violating decays are an inter-
esting indirect search for physics beyond the Standard Model.
They are sensitive to effective mass scales in the 103 TeV range.
Different decay modes allow complementary searches that
could probe and possibly disentangle different types of new
physics models. In addition to the Mu3e experiment, upgrades
of the existing MEG experiment [63] and new conversion
experiments [69, 71] are planned.



3
T H E M U 3 E E X P E R I M E N T

The Mu3e experiment is a novel experiment to be performed
at the Paul-Scherrer Institute in Switzerland, searching for the
lepton flavour violating decay µ

+ → e
+
e
−
e
+. It aims for a sen-

sitivity of better than 1 in 1016 decays, a four orders of magni-
tude improvement over the previous search by the SINDRUM
experiment [19].

To achieve this high sensitivity, a new experimental design
and new detector technology is required. The main component
of the experiment is a magnetic spectrometer with a tracking de-
tector based on innovative high voltage monolithic active pixel
sensors. The necessary particles rates of 108

µ
+/s to 109

µ
+/s

lead to raw data rates in excess of 1 Tbit s−1 [64]. Online recon-
struction is required to filter events of interest and necessitates
research of fast reconstruction algorithms.

In the following chapter I will discuss the experimental chal-
lenges and the resulting detector design choices with a focus
on the tracking requirements. A detailed description of the ex-
periment can also be found in the research proposal [64] and in
the upcoming progress report [81].

3.1 signal & backgrounds

The signal decay µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ is identified by its three decay

particles, two positrons and one electron, which I will collec-
tively refer to as decay electrons from now on. They originate
from the same decay vertex and have identical timing. As the
sole resulting particles in this three-body decay, the sum of their
four-momenta is identical to the muon mass 1 1 In natural units

with h̄ = c = 1(
3

∑
i=1

Pµ,i

)2

= m2
µ. (3.1)

9



10 the mu3e experiment

In addition to the condition for the four-momenta, the total
three-momentum of the decay electrons vanishes in the rest
frame of the muon

3

∑
i=1

pi = 0. (3.2)

As will be discussed later, the muon rest frame is usually the
lab frame of the detector and the condition of vanishing total
momentum should be satisfied directly for the measured mo-
menta. An example event topology can be seen in Figure 3.1.

e+

e+

e-

Figure 3.1: The event topology of the signal decay µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+.

Because the signal decay is a three-body decay, the total mo-
mentum of each electron in the rest frame of the muon is lim-
ited by approximately half the muon mass, or more precisely

p2
i ≤

m2
µ

4

⎛
⎜⎝1 − 10

m2
e

m2
µ

+ O

⎛
⎝m4

e

m4
µ

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎟⎠ . (3.3)

With a muon mass of about 105.66 MeV/c, the maximum mo-
mentum of a single decay electron is approximately 53 MeV/c.
However, with three decay electrons at least one of them will
have a much momentum significantly smaller than the maxi-
mum momentum. That means that the energy scale of the par-
ticles is extremely low compared to other particle physics exper-
iments. This leads to strongly curved trajectories in a magnetic
field and strong effects from multiple scattering. This will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

To identify a signal decay, the three electron tracks need to be
reconstructed with the correct charges and with a high enough
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precision to identify a common decay vertex and the correct
four-momentum relation.

As discussed in Chapter 2, there are no irreducible physical
backgrounds expected, i. e. decays with an identical final state,
and all backgrounds originate from misidentification of other
decay final states. In order to reach a given sensitivity for the
signal decay, the possible backgrounds need to be suppressed
below that level. In the following I want to shortly discuss the
expected backgrounds.

e-

e+

e+ ν

ν

Figure 3.2: Topology of the internal conversion decay.

One prominent background is the internal conversion decay
µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+
νµνe as shown in Figure 3.2. It is similar to the

signal decay but has two additional neutrinos in the final state
to conserve lepton flavour. It is an allowed standard model pro-
cess with a total branching ratio of (3.4 ± 0.4) × 10−5 [73]. The
neutrinos are not observable in the detector and carry away
some of the momentum. The visible decay particles, i. e. two
positrons and one electron, are identical to the signal decay
described above. They originate from the same vertex at the
same time. If the neutrinos carry very little momentum, the
visible decay particles of this decay can look like the signal de-
cay. However, the sum of four-momenta is not identical to the
muon mass and the total sum of three-momenta in the muon
rest frame does not vanish

3

∑
i=1

pi ̸= 0. (3.4)

Whether the internal conversion decay is misidentified as a
signal decay depends on the missing energy carried away by
the neutrinos. Figure 3.3 shows the branching ratio of the in-
ternal conversion decay as a function of the visible center of
mass energy. The three particle mass resolution determines the
size of the signal window and the muon mass needed for a
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Figure 3.3: Branching ratio of the internal conversion decay as a func-
tion of the energy of the invisible neutrinos. Etot is the energy of
the visible decay electrons. Courtesy of Ann-Kathrin Peerevoort
based on on a matrix element calculation by A. Signer and com-
pany. Original plot from [46].

reasonable efficiency and thus the amount of internal conver-
sion background in the signal region. From Figure 3.3 it is clear
that a mass resolution of better than 0.5 MeV/c is required to
suppress the internal conversion background below the target
sensitivity.

e+

e+

e-

e+

e-

e+

(e+)

Figure 3.4: Topology of possible combinatorial background. The left
diagram shows a random combination of two Michel decays and
an independent electron. The right diagram shows a random
combination where a positron is misidentified as an electron.

Another background source are accidental combinations of
independent decays. The dominating muon decay mode is the
Michel decay, i. e. µ+ → e

+
νeνµ, where the only visible decay
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particle is a positron. Additional electrons are easily created
from interactions with material. Bhabha scattering in the target
material is the largest source of electrons and can be minimized
by reducing the target material. Due to the detector setup that
will be discussed in later parts of this chapter, decay positrons
can curl back in the magnetic field. The recurling incoming
positron trajectory could then be misidentified as an outgoing
electron.

As both electrons and positrons are readily available, acci-
dental background originates from random coincidences in
space, time, and momentum of three particles as shown in
Figure 3.4. This could be a combination of two decay positrons
from two independent regular Michel decays and an additional
electron from other sources (Figure 3.4 left side) or from cases
with misidentified electrons (Figure 3.4 right side). Whether
such a random combination is identified as a signal decay
depends again on the experimental resolution. A high momen-
tum, vertex, and time resolution directly reduces the possible
background rate. In addition, the accidental background rate
also depends on the initial muon rate and the initial density of
decay vertices. The temporal vertex density is minimized with
a continuous muon beam. However, due to these dependencies,
strict requirements for the resolution are not as easily derived
as for the case of the internal conversion background.

The very small probability of these random coincidences has
to be compared to the large number of muon decays.1 Al- 1 At least 1016

µ
+.

though this accidental overlap has a very small probability, the
large number of observed muon decays means that even a very
small coincidence rate of 10−16 /µ+ leads to an observable back-
ground rate.

For a successful search, we need to be able to reconstruct low
momentum electron tracks with a very high precision. The com-
bined mass resolution of the signal events needs to be below
0.5 MeV/c with an additional excellent vertex resolution to sep-
arate possible decay vertices. Ideally, the time resolution must
be high enough to be able to separate all individual decays.

3.2 detector concept

The concept of the Mu3e experiment is shown in Figure 3.5. In-
coming muons are stopped on an extended target where they
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decay at rest. The decay electrons propagate in a homogeneous
magnetic field and both the outgoing and returning part of the
helical trajectory are measured by a tracking detector based
on silicon pixel sensors. Additional timing measurements are
provided by scintillating fibres and tiles. Signal decays are se-
lected by reconstructing all tracks and searching for combina-
tions consistent with the conditions described above. The initial
phase I of the experiment will use an existing muon beam line
at the Paul Scherrer Institute. To reach the full sensitivity an
upgraded beam line with higher intensity and a possible exten-
sion of the detector geometry is needed.

Target

Inner pixel layers

Outer pixel layers

Recurl pixel layers

Scintillator tiles

μ Beam

Figure 3.5: Overview of the Mu3e phase I experiment along the beam
direction. The central detector contains the extended target, two
inner and two outer cylindrical layers of pixel sensors, and the
scintillating fibre detector. Upstream and downstream of the cen-
tral detector are additional so-called recurl stations. Each con-
tains two cylindrical layers of pixel sensors and thick scintillating
tiles for additional timing measurements.

The outer layers of each of the three tracking stations have
a length of 36 cm, while the inner layers of the central detector
have a length of 12 cm. The lengths are designed to allow a
large solid angle coverage of the decay electrons. The detector
layers have a prism shape with average radii of the layers at
22 mm, 28 mm, 70 mm and 78 mm as shown in Figure 3.6.

3.2.1 Muon Beam

To reach the target sensitivity of 1 in 1016 decays much more
than 1016 muons need to be stopped and their decay particles
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reconstructed. As discussed in Section 3.1, a continuous beam is
advantageous to suppress accidental background. Acceptance
cuts and reconstruction inefficiencies will of course increase the
required number of initial muons — or decrease the sensitivity
for a fixed number of observed muons. With three years of data
taking at a beam duty rate of 30 %, i. e. approximately 107 s of
integrated beam time per year, this would require a muon rate
in excess of 109 s−1.

The Paul-Scherrer Institute hosts the world most intense con-
tinuous proton beam [55]. High intensity muons beams are cre-
ated as tertiary beams via pion decays. The primary proton
beam hits a rotating carbon target and creates pions via various
hadronic processes. The pions decay dominantly into muons
[73] that are then extracted into a separate muon beam line and
transported to the experiment [37]. Different kinematic regimes
of the decay pions can be selected by the scattering angles of the
pions, i. e. their angles with respect to the primary beam, and
the transport properties of the beam line. By using large scat-
tering angles, muons can be selected that originate from pion
decays at rest. Their momentum is limited to the mass differ-
ence between pions and muons. They are often called surface
muons since they originate from pion decays at rest on the sur-
face of the primary target. Muons from pion decays in the bulk
are stopped in the the target material or scattered away and do
not reach the extraction beam line. The resulting low-energy,
mono-energetic, continuous muon beam is ideally suited for
the Mu3e experiment.

Existing beam lines at the Paul-Scherrer Institute can rou-
tinely provide beam rates of 108

µ
+/s. The πE5 beam line pro-

vides a continuous surface anti-muon beam of with a mean
momentum of 28 MeV/c and a momentum bite of 5 % and is
hosting the MEG experiment [62]. Due to the low energy, the
anti-muons can be easily stopped and have not enough energy
to participate in background inducing hadronic interactions.

With the existing rates a sensitivity on the order of 1 in 1015

can be achieved in a reasonable time. There are ongoing efforts
to optimize existing beam lines for maximum beam intensities.
Additional developments for upgraded targets and possible fu-
ture beam lines are also underway [76].
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Target

Inner pixel layers

Scintillating f bres

Outer pixel layers

μ Beam

Figure 3.6: Overview of the central part of the Mu3e experiment with
the muon stopping target, the inner and outer pixel detector, and
the fibre timing detector. On the left is the view along the beam
direction and on the right is the view transverse to the beam
direction.

3.2.2 Target

The target has to fulfill two separate requirements: it must have
enough material to stop all muons and it should have as little
material as possible to reduce Bhabha scattering and to min-
imize the influence from material interactions on the particle
trajectories. In addition, the muon decay vertices should be uni-
formly distributed over a wide area to suppress possible acci-
dental background combination.

A hollow double cone target constructed from Mylar™ foil, a
geometry similar to the target shape in the SINDRUM experi-
ment [19], is used to satisfy these requirements and can be seen
in the center of Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. When viewed along
the beam direction, the target appears as a circular block with
a radius of 19 mm. The radius is matched to the expected beam
size at the target position. The total target length is 100 mm in
order to spread possible decay vertices over a wider range.

Along the beam direction effective material thickness for the
muons is increased by the incidence angle of the beam on the
inclined target surface, whereas decay particles moving trans-
verse to the beam see very little material. A thickness of 75 µm
for the upstream cone and 85 µm for the downstream cone in
combination with an additional degrader upstream of the tar-
get is sufficient to provide a uniform stopping distribution of
the incoming low energy muons.
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3.2.3 Timing Detectors

With an expected muon rate of up to 109
µ
+/s, a time resolution

better than 1 ns is necessary to be able to separate individual de-
cay electrons. The expected time resolution of the silicon pixel
sensors is of the order of a few ns, i. e. a single readout frame
as seen by the tracking detector contains an overlay of around
20 individual decaying myons. Additional timing detectors are
needed to be able to distinguish independent decay electrons
and to verify coincident particles from possible signal decays.

Timing measurements are provided by the scintillating fibres
in the central detector and thick scintillating tiles in the recurl
stations. The fibre detector in the central part of the detector
consists of multiple layers of fibres in a cylindrical geometry
close to the third layer of the tracking detector. To reduce the
effects from multiple scattering on the propagating track, only
three layers of fibres with 250 µm thickness each are used in the
baseline design. This limits the signal amplitude and the time
resolution to approximately 1 ns.

The scintillating tiles are positioned underneath the inner
layer of the recurl stations. Since a particle reaches the tile de-
tector only after it has passed all tracking layers, thick scintillat-
ing tiles with a size of 6.5 mm × 6.0 mm × 5.0 mm can be used
to stop the particles. The generated signal amplitude is much
larger and results in a time resolution of better than 100 ps [78].

3.3 tracking requirements

The tracking detector and the subsequent track reconstruction
algorithms needs to be able to efficiently reconstruct low mo-
mentum electron tracks at a very high rate, while maintaining
a minimal material budget and optimizing the resolution to a
precision much better than 1 MeV/c.

Due to the low momentum of the decay particles, multiple
scattering effects are the dominating contributions to the recon-
struction uncertainties. The multiple scattering effects are pro-
portional to

√
x/X0/p, where p is the absolute momentum and

x/X0 is the material thickness in units of the radiation length
X0 [73]. It will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.4.2.
The electron momentum is fixed to a range of 10 MeV/c to
53 MeV/c. As discussed in Section 3.1 the upper momentum
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bound is given by the muon decay kinematics while the lower
bound is given by the detector geometry. To optimize the recon-
struction uncertainties, the material budget, i. e. x/X0, has to be
minimized.

The low momentum also leads to strongly curved trajectories
in the magnetic field. With a 1 T magnetic field, the radius of
a helical trajectory of a 50 MeV/c electron is 16.7 cm. This re-
quires a small detector with the radii of the cylindrical layers
smaller than the lowest reconstructable track. A weaker mag-
netic field would relax these size criteria. However, it would
call for a larger, more expensive magnet to contain the trajecto-
ries. At some point, also scattering along the free propagation
would become significant. The chosen 1 T field is a compromise
between the competing constrains.

For existing experiments, e. g. ATLAS and CMS at CERN,
highly curved trajectories are usually considered background.
Due to these distinct features different detector geometries and
reconstruction algorithms are necessary for Mu3e.

3.3.1 Pixel Tracker

The tracking detector is build from four cylindrical layers of
thin silicon pixel sensors supported by a Kapton® framework.
They are arranged in two sets of double layers. Since fitting a
helix requires at least three measurement points, four measure-
ments corresponding to four layers are the minimal number of
layers with additional redundancy.

The inner double layer, also called the vertex detector, is lo-
cated as close to the target as possible. Its inner radius is de-
termined by the size of the muon beam to achieve the high-
est possible vertex resolution. The average radii are 22 mm and
28 mm.

The size of the outer two layers determines the acceptance
and the momentum resolution for outgoing tracks. Low mo-
mentum tracks that are too strongly curved to reach the outer
layers can not be reliably reconstructed. Small outer radii mean
better acceptance but shorter propagation distance for the
tracks. Since the momentum resolution depends on the prop-
agation distance this would also result in lower momentum
resolution. However, the Mu3e experiment does not require
additional particle identification or calorimetric detectors. Par-
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ticles can propagate freely and recurl back to the tracker where
they can be measured again. This increases the propagated
distance significantly and determines the momentum resolu-
tion. The chosen average outer radii are 70 mm and 78 mm
which limits the minimal momentum for transverse tracks to
approximately 15 MeV/c.

The arrangement as doublet layers is favored for reconstruct-
ing multiple scattering dominated tracks. The large gap be-
tween the doublet layers increases the precision of the momen-
tum determination. The arrangement is also favored from a pat-
tern recognition point of view. By using the information in a
doublet layer to construct short track stubs the combinatorial
burden on the track finding procedure can be reduced.

Each tracker layer is constructed from high voltage mono-
lithic active pixel sensors (HV-MAPS). These are a novel type
of silicon pixel sensors that feature a monolithic design, i. e. the
sensor and the necessary analog and digital readout electronics
are integrated into the same sensor chip. They allow fast dig-
ital readout, a high geometric coverage and a small pixel size
of 80 µm [41, 57, 67]. In addition, they can be thinned down to
less than 50 µm without compromising their performance. The
silicon sensor and the Kapton® support structure add up to a
very low combined material budget of less than 0.1 % radiation
length per layer. A detailed discussion of the general pixel sen-
sor design and prototype performance can be found in Part i.

There are other existing technologies that could fulfill some
of the tracking requirements. Gaseous detectors, such as wire
chambers or time projection chambers, offer a low material
budget but do not have the rate capabilities required for the
Mu3e experiment or cannot deliver high precision due to space
charge effects [65]. Existing hybrid silicon sensors are another
proven technology that is at the core of most current collider ex-
periments. They regularly provide the required resolution and
rate capabilities, but do not fit in the Mu3e material budget. Ex-
isting monolithic active pixel sensors are too slow for the high
data rates.

3.3.2 Magnet

The momentum of the decay particles is measured via the cur-
vature of their trajectories in a solenoid magnetic field where
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Figure 3.7: Magnetic field along the field axis as a function of the z
position and the radial distance to the field axis. The field map
was calculated for the expected solenoid field with compensation
coils. The black lines in the bottom part of the histogram mark
the position of the target and the inner and outer pixel layers.
Courtesy of Niklaus Berger.

the field direction is aligned with the direction of the muon
beam. The field in the center of a solenoid coil is reasonably
well approximated by a constant magnetic field but will show
inhomogeneities towards the coil edges. Additional compensa-
tion coils are used for the Mu3e experiment so that the mag-
netic field for the Mu3e experiment is well approximated by
a homogeneous field over the largest possible area. This can
be seen in Figure 3.7 where the expected axial field for the
Mu3e experiment is shown. The homogeneity enables fast ana-
lytic track propagation methods that are discussed in detail in
Part ii.

3.3.3 Online Reconstruction

The signal decay for the Mu3e experiment has a complex sig-
nature that involves multiple electron trajectories, vertex, and
timing constraints. This allows strong background suppression,
but poses a challenge for the readout and trigger systems. The
separation of signal and possible backgrounds requires a full
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reconstruction of each readout frame in order to use recon-
structed trajectories and possible vertex positions to match mul-
tiple electrons to a possible signal decay.

However, the expected readout data rate at a muon rate of
109

µ
+/s is on the order of 1 Tbit s−1. Since no simple trigger

system can identify possible signal decays, online reconstruc-
tion is needed. The continuous data stream from the detector
is read out via a network of FPGA-based readout boards and
transferred to a GPU-based computer farm. Each readout frame
is reconstructed online and only potentially interesting readout
frames are stored for further analysis.

This requires suitable reconstruction algorithms for fast on-
line reconstruction as well as for the refined offline analysis to
achieve maximal resolution. I will give a systematic comparison
of multiple algorithms in Part ii.





Part I
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P I X E L S E N S O R P R O T O T Y P E S

The tracking detector for the Mu3e experiment needs to mea-
sure the hit position of decay electrons with a reasonable single
hit resolution. While doing so it has to maintain high rate ca-
pabilities and have a very low material budget. This requires
the use of a novel type of silicon pixel sensors, so called high
voltage active pixel sensors as discussed in Section 3.3.1.

Here, I want to shortly introduce the general working prin-
ciples of silicon sensors and the particular properties of high-
voltage monolithic active pixels sensors. I will then introduce
the specific prototype chips developed for the Mu3e experi-
ment.

4.1 semiconductor sensors

Semiconductors materials, especially silicon, are the basis of
all modern electronic equipment. They are crystalline materials
defined by a low charge carrier density and a low conductiv-
ity. By selectively introducing impurities, the electronic band
structure and the conductivity can be tuned. This process is
called doping and introduces new charge carriers — electrons
in the conduction band and missing electrons or holes in the
valence band — into the material. Depending on the dopant,
the material is called a p-type material when holes are the ma-
jority charge carriers or an n-type material when the electrons
are the majority charge carriers. The construction of semicon-
ductor devices with complex doping profiles based on litho-
graphic processes, e. g. computer chips, is a widely established
and commercially available method, e. g. [40].

Semiconductor sensors are exploiting the properties of so-
called pn-junctions, boundaries between differently doped re-
gions in a semiconductor. One region has a p-type doping,
while the other region is of n-type doping. At the boundary, the
charge carriers diffuse into the opposite doped region where
they are in minority and recombine to create a region without
free charge carriers — the depletion zone.

25
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Without an external voltage the thickness of the depletion
zone is determined by the voltage built up due to diffusion of
charge carriers and the densities of the donor ηD and acceptor
atoms ηA. The so called diffusion voltage UD in turn depends
on the relative charge carrier densities. By applying an exter-
nal voltage in reverse bias configuration the respective charge
carriers can be forced further away from the boundary and the
depletion zone can be increased. The thickness of the depletion
zone depends on the applied voltage V as

d =

√
2ϵ

q
ηA + ηD

ηAηD
· (UD − V), (4.1)

with the permittivity ϵ and the magnitude of the electron
charge q. A full derivation can be found in all solid state
textbooks [40].
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Figure 4.1: Working principle of a planar semiconductor particle sen-
sor with typical structure sizes.

A typical configuration for a planar silicon pixel sensor is
shown in Figure 4.1. In principle, a pn-junction is created by
appropriately doping the two sides of a silicon crystal. Then,
a sufficiently high voltage is applied in a reverse-bias config-
uration, to fully deplete the sensor, i. e. the depletion zone ex-
tends over the whole sensor and no free charge carriers exist
in the bulk of the sensor material. For thick sensors, very high
voltages have to be applied and the material has to be chosen
approprietly to achieve full depletion. Usually, a more sophisti-
cated doping scheme is chosen. Charged particles that traverse
a detector will interact with the material and deposit energy.
The energy depositions are mostly due to ionization of the de-
tector material, but depend on the particle type and its energy
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[73]. Along the particle path, ionization charges are generated
that drift in the electric field towards the two sides. The drifted
charges induce voltages in localized electrodes on one side of
the detector.

Sensor 250 μmReadout chip 180 μm

Pixel

Pixel electronics

Connection via
solder bump

Global logic and data driver

Figure 4.2: Structure of a hybrid semiconductor pixel sensor with sep-
arate sensor and readout chip. Courtesy of Niklaus Berger.

For a full sensor configuration, usually a separate chip is
used to process the generated signals from the actual sensors.
This configuration is called a hybrid (pixel) sensor and is de-
picted in Figure 4.2. In the hybrid setup, the actual sensor mate-
rial and the required processing logic are separated. This allows
the usage of different materials, e.g. a specialized semiconduc-
tor substrate for the sensor and a regular silicon-based process
to constructor the readout electronics.

Hybrid sensors are a well established technology and are cur-
rently used e. g. in the vertex semiconductor detectors of the
ATLAS and CMS experiments at the Large Hadron Collider.
With a typical sensor thickness of 200 µm to 300 µm, bias volt-
ages of up to 1 kV are required to fully deplete the sensor [25].
The large active zone generates a large signal that allows for
a high efficiency and small electrodes allow precise single hit
resolution.

However, the separation between the sensor and the read-
out electronics requires bump-bonding to combine sensor and
readout chip into a single package. This is a complicated pro-
cedure that contributes significantly to the overall costs of the
sensor. The bump bonds usually contain heavy material, such
as indium, and the total material budget of a sensor module
is significantly above 1 % radiation length [25]. This renders
the hybrid detector technology unsuitable due to the material
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budget requirements of the Mu3e experiment as discussed in
Chapter 3 and Part ii.

4.2 high-voltage monolithic active pixel sensors

High voltage monolithic active pixel sensors (HV-MAPS)
are novel semiconductor sensors for particle physics ex-
periments developed by Ivan Perić [41, 67]. They combine
the sensor and the necessary readout electronics on a sin-
gle chip based on a commercial silicon complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) process. Commercial
CMOS production processes are readily available, since they
are used to build most analog and digital application specific
integrated circuits (ASIC) and allow the creation of complex
structures with multiple metal layers and varying doping
profiles at relatively low cost. The specific process that is used
to make HV-MAPS was driven by high voltage switching ap-
plications in the automative industry. Due to their production
process, HV-MAPS sensors are also called HV-CMOS sensors.

Figure 4.3: Schematic layout of a single pixel in a HV-MAPS sensor.
From [41].

For the HV-MAPS sensor, the sensitive diode structure is de-
fined by a deep n-doped well and the p-doped substrate of the
chip. The deep n-well is created using the CMOS process and
defines the size of a single pixel. By applying a bias voltage
between the substrate and the n-well, as shown in Figure 4.3,
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a depletion zone is created around and beneath the n-well that
forms the sensitive area of the chip. The maximal voltage de-
pends on the specific production process and is around 100 V.
Although this bias voltage is smaller than the bias voltages of
hybrid sensors, it is still referred to as high voltage in this con-
text.

Since the bias voltage is applied between between the n-well
and the substrate, the n-well can be used to house additional cir-
cuits. This can include both analog and digital electronics, e.g.
charge-sensitive amplifiers to increase the signal generated by
the traversing particle. With structure sizes of 180 nm routinely
available and pixel cell sizes of the order of 50 µm to 100 µm,
there is enough space even for extensive per-pixel electronics.

Compared to the hybrid designs with planar sensors, a HV-
MAPS sensor has a much thinner active area. For the chosen
silicon technology with bias voltages in the 50 V to 90 V range,
the typical thickness of the depletion zone is around 15 µm [57,
67]. This results in less generated charge and a smaller signal.
Since only the thin depletion depletion layer is needed for sig-
nal generation, the remaining substrate below can be removed
to create a chip with minimal material. However, the smaller
signal is compensated by the direct amplification of the in-pixel
charge-sensitive amplifier. There is no signal degradation or ad-
ditional noise due to bonding connections or a long path to
the amplifier. The thin active area in combination with the bias
voltage allows for fast charge collection via drift of the order
of 40 ps [41, 57]. As a result, the practical time resolution is
not determined by the charge collection, but by the time scales
introduced by the signal shaping in the amplifier and the addi-
tionaly introduced electronics.

Using a commercial CMOS processes has additional benefits.
No bump bonding procedure is needed, which significantly re-
duces the material budget, simplifies the chip handling, and de-
creases the overall costs of the sensor. With the CMOS process
additional digital logic, e. g. zero suppression, can be added to
the chip to remove the need for additional readout chips.

The HV-MAPS detector technology is crucial to the design of
the Mu3e experiment. It enables us to build a tracking detector
that delivers the required resolution and particle rate capabili-
ties while maintaining the low material budget that is key for
low momentum particle tracking. However, since many of its
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benefits, e. g. low cost, integrated readout, and small material
budget, are not specific to the Mu3e experiment, it can be of
interests to other experiments. Examples would be detector up-
grades for a high intensity Large Hadron Collider or for detec-
tors at future colliders [79].

4.3 mupix prototypes

The MuPix sensor prototypes are implementations of the
HV-MAPS design described in Section 4.2. They are designed
specifically for the Mu3e experiment. Different prototypes have
been developed with different pixel sizes, overall geometry
and functionality and are listed in Table 4.1.

The MuPix2 prototype was an initial proof-of-concept design
that used a binary shift-register based readout system with very
little additional logic on the chip. The MuPix3 sensor was the
first prototype that included part of the digital readout logic on
the sensor chip and increased the pixel size to 92 µm × 80 µm
closer to the specification values. Unfortunately, a design issue
prohibited the usage of the digital readout components and
allowed only tests of the analog behaviour. These problems
where fixed with the MuPix4 sensor. This is the first working
prototype that combines both analog and digital readout elec-
tronics on a single sensor. The MuPix4 prototype will be the
main focus in this thesis.

name pixel size matrix size

MuPix2 39 µm × 30 µm 36 × 42
MuPix3 92 µm × 80 µm 32 × 40
MuPix4 92 µm × 80 µm 32 × 40
MuPix6 103 µm × 80 µm 32 × 40
MuPix7 103 µm × 80 µm 32 × 40

Table 4.1: Pixel and matrix size for different MuPix HV-MAPS proto-
types. A MuPix5 sensor does not exist.

The MuPix4 sensor has some minor issues that will be dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 6. The MuPix6 chip introduced a
second amplifier stage and fixed some problems in the digital
logic. For the MuPix7 prototype, a fast serial readout link was
incorporated. Both MuPix6 and MuPix7 were not yet available
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Figure 4.4: MuPix4 prototype schematic. The upper part shows the
pixel matrix with the charge-sensitive per-pixel amplifiers. The
lower green bar contains the digital readout logic. For each pixel
in the upper matrix, a corresponding cell with the comparator
and associated digital logic exists in the lower part.

for the work presented in this thesis. All prototypes feature
binary hits using a single global threshold and additional per-
pixel tuning, but they differ in pixel size, diode shape, and the
level of integration of additional digital readout circuits on the
chip.

Figure 4.4 shows the schematic of the MuPix4 prototype.
The major part of the chip is occupied by the active pixel ma-
trix in the upper part. With 32 × 40 pixels the total area is
2.944 mm × 3.2 mm or 9.43 mm2. This is still a small scale pro-
totype compared to the design specifications of 2 cm × 2 cm for
the final chip.

Each pixel contains the deep n-well, the signal electrodes,
and the charge sensitive amplifier and signal shaper. The pixel
is directly connected to a corresponding digital cell located in
the smaller block on the bottom of the chip. Each digital cell
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contains a comparator that checks if the signal is above the
global threshold and memory blocks that store a hit flag and a
time stamp. This configuration and the resulting signal shapes
are shown in Figure 4.5. In addition to the global threshold, a
per-pixel digital-to-analog converter (tune DAC) allows a fine
tuning of the threshold for each pixel, by introducing small vari-
ations around the global threshold for the local comparator. In
addition, the behaviour of the analog circuits, e. g. sensitivity of
the charge-sensitive amplifier or the signal shape, can be tuned
using a set of global parameters.

Pixel Periphery

Ampli�cation

drive signal

to periphery

Set per pixel

threshold

Digital outputAC coupling via

RC �lter

Sensor

Charge-sensitive

Ampli�er

Source-
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Comparator

Digital

Electronics

Integrate charge

Figure 4.5: Schematic view of the analog and digital per-pixel circuits.
The left part is located in the pixel itself while the right part
resides in the corresponding digital cell in the bottom periphery.
From [60].

The MuPix4 sensor uses a trigger-less or data-driven readout
scheme, i. e. each pixel runs independently from other pixels
and without a global trigger signal. An eight bit time stamp is
distributed to all readout cells. For the MuPix4 prototype, the
time stamp signal is externally generated with a frequency of
up to 100 MHz. As soon as a signal above the configured thresh-
old is detected, the pixel logic stores the current timestamp in a
memory cell and activates a hit flag. The hit flag is stored until
the pixel is read out, i. e. a second hit is not registered until the
first one is read out.

The simplified data flow for the readout of the pixel is visu-
alized in Figure 4.6. All hit flag signals along a single digital
column are connected and read out by a per-column circuit. A
digital column comprises the even or odd numbered pixels in
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Figure 4.6: Data flow for the MuPix4 readout. Hits are read out along
a column using a priority encoding scheme. Additional logic
transfers the data to the readout FPGA.

one physical column, i. e. a physical column corresponds to two
digital readout columns with separate column logic circuitry.
This column logic detects whether any pixel in the column has
a registered hit and then reads out the row position and stored
time stamp of each hit starting from the bottom rows. The read-
out is priority encoded, i. e. a hit in a lower row is always read
out before a hit in an upper row regardless of the time stamp.
The final output is a continuous stream of hits — not necessar-
ily ordered in time, where each hit is defined by a digital hit
position and the time stamp.

The per-pixel logic and the digital logic for reading out the
columns is implemented on the prototype chip. For both labo-
ratory tests and for the test beam measurements, the prototype
sensor is mounted on a custom PCB readout board. The state
machine that drives the readout is implemented on an exter-
nal FPGA that is directly connected to the PCB board (compare
Figure 5.2). The FPGA sets the necessary signals, including the
time stamp, to read out the hits over a parallel interface. This
allows a detailed control of the readout logic and is crucial dur-
ing the development phase.

The readout board and the FPGA state machine was origi-
nally designed by Ivan Perić and modified by the group at the
Physikalisches Institut. The FPGA is connected via USB to a
readout computer, where a custom software is used to store
and process the received data. All measurements presented in
this work are performed using the aforementioned setup. Start-
ing from MuPix4, a new readout system is used. To allow high
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data rates, a new FPGA board is directly connected to the PCI
express bus of a computer. I designed and wrote the necessary
drivers and laid the ground work for the read out software of
future setups [72].

For the final chip, the full readout logic currently imple-
mented on the external FPGA will be implemented on the chip
itself. The latest prototype version MuPix7 already contains an
implementation of the fully integrated read out logic that was
extensively tested on the external FPGA in the test beam setups
presented in this work. It also implements a fast serial link to
be able to transmit data rates at 1.25 Gbit s−1 [81], significantly
faster than the parallel setup used for these tests.

The different sensor prototypes have been extensively tested
in laboratory setups using radioactive sources, lasers, and in-
jection pulses to simulate the signals normally generated by a
traversing particle [58, 60, 68].
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Testing the performance of sensor prototypes is essential for de-
tector development. It allows identification of deficiencies and
possible improvements early on in the development process, a
requirement for the successful construction of the final sensor
chip for the any experiment.

Laboratory tests, i. e. by measuring the sensor response to ra-
dioactive sources, laser or LED pulses, and manual injection of
electric signals into the sensor electronics, can provide initial
checks and have been previously performed for the MuPix pro-
totypes [58, 60, 68]. However, the artificially generated signals
differ from the signals generated by traversing particles, e. g.
laser pulses induce charges only on the surface and injection
pulses need to be calibrated to the actual particle energy depo-
sition. Performance tests using well defined particle beams are
therefore crucial, both to test the sensor in a realistic setup and
to calibrate the laboratory measurements.

Performance measurements with particles requires certain
knowledge about the particles, especially the impact point on
the sensor for position resolved measurements. This informa-
tion is provided by a so-called beam telescope, a particle tracker
based on silicon pixel sensors, that needs to be integrated with
the MuPix4 device-under-test.

In the following chapter, I will discuss the setup and data
analysis for test beam measurements performed at the facil-
ities of the German Electron Synchrotron (DESY) laboratory.
The measurements use an EUDET beam telescope to provide
a track-based performance analysis. I will focus on measure-
ments with the MuPix4 prototype performed during the Febru-
ary 2014 campaign at DESY.

5.1 testbeam setup

The performance of the previously described sensor prototypes
were tested during multiple test beam campaigns at beam fa-
cilities at the European Nuclear Research Center (CERN), at

35
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the Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI), and at the German Electron
Synchrotron (DESY) laboratory. A list of test beam campaigns
where I contributed both to the setup, operations, and analysis
efforts are listed in Table 5.1 with the tested sensor prototypes
and the beam properties. The initial tests with the MuPix2 pro-
totype were performed at CERN and DESY to show the gen-
eral viability of the technology. The test beam measurements
with the MuPix3 prototype were unsuccessful due to produc-
tion problems of the digital readout. They were finally super-
seded by the test with the MuPix4 sensor, the first prototype
chip with a working integrated digital readout.

date facility sensor beam

October 2012 CERN MuPix2 180 GeV π

March 2013 DESY MuPix2 1 GeV–6 GeVe
±

June 2013 DESY MuPix3 1 GeV–6 GeVe
±

October 2013 DESY MuPix4 1 GeV–6 GeVe
±

February 2014 DESY MuPix4 1 GeV–6 GeVe
±

Table 5.1: List of testbeam campaigns.

All measurements discussed in this chapter were performed
at the T22 beamline at DESY. The beam facility provides elec-
tron or positron beams with a maximum energy of 6 GeV. Brem-
strahlungsphotons are generated by placing a thin carbon rod
in the beam halo of the DESY II synchrotron. DESY II stores
electrons at an energy of 6 GeV and the energy of the photons
is therefore limited to this energy. The photons are transported
out of the synchrotron beam pipe to a target where they are con-
verted to electron-positron pairs. The electrons and positrons
pass an additional dipole magnet and a collimator. By setting
different magnet currents the particle type and its energy can
be selected [39].

The maximum particle rates are around 5 kHz, but depend
on the conversion target and the selected energy. The rates are
maximal at energies around 3 GeV. To reduce contributions to
the telescope resolution from multiple scattering, a beam en-
ergy of 5 GeV was selected. The resulting rates were usually
well below 1 kHz.

The full test beam setup with the beam telescope, the MuPix4

prototype, trigger scintillators, and the particle beam is shown
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Figure 5.1: Beam telescope setup at the DESY testbeam facilities.
The red arrow indicates an example trajectory that traverses the
beam telescope, the four trigger scintillators, and the device un-
der test.

in Figure 5.1. The MuPix4 sensor is placed inside the beam tele-
scope, with three telescope sensors upstream and downstream.
The MuPix4 sensor is mounted on a rotary stage to allow dif-
ferent beam incidence angles.

The beam telescope used is the ACONITE telescope. It is one
of the telescopes developed by the EUDET collaboration, a Eu-
ropean collaboration for high energy physics detector develop-
ment [52], and is provided by the testbeam team at DESY as a
user facility. The EUDET type telescopes are constructed from
six planes of MIMOSA26 pixel sensors [36, 43, 44, 49]. These
are 10.6 mm × 21.2 mm monolithic active pixel sensors with a
18.5 µm pixel pitch and a rolling shutter readout.

The telescope planes are spaced to optimize the position res-
olution for the reconstructed tracks. Shorter distances to the
device-under-test reduce the extrapolation error from the last
telescope plane. However, the smallest possible distance in this
setup is limited by the additional space required to allow ro-
tations. This can be seen in Figure 5.2, where the full MuPix4

assembly barely fits into the available space for a rotation of
45°.

The readout of the EUDET telescope uses the EUDAQ data
acquisition framework [85]. EUDAQ is a distributed system
that uses a common trigger signal to synchronize multiple com-
ponents, e. g. telescope sensors and the device-under-test. A
trigger logic unit generates a global trigger signal using the co-
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Figure 5.2: Photo of the telescope setup at DESY. The MuPix4 proto-
type on its readout baord is seen in the middle in a rotated con-
figuration. The FPGA board is directly connected to the MuPix4

readout board and can be seen on the left with its connection
to the controlling computer. The aluminum housing of the tele-
scope sensors can be seen at both edges; two downstream planes
on the right side, one upstream plane on the left side. The
electron beam enters from the right. Photo courtesy of Niklaus
Berger.

incidence of four small finger scintillators, two before and two
after the telescope assembly. The trigger logic unit is also re-
sponsible to communicate a unique trigger number to all hard-
ware components for easy synchronization. It ensures that no
additional trigger signals are generated while any participating
device is still busy.

All devices process the readout data separately on different
computers. The data is then sent over a network connection to
a central data collector to assemble a combined data stream.
My responsibility was the integration and adaption of the ex-
isting MuPix readout systems into the EUDAQ system to take
advantage of all the available tools. This included the conver-
sion between competing data formats, synchronization among
multiple systems (EUDAQ, MuPix FPGA), and data transfers
over the network.

This simplifies subsequent analysis, since all data resides
in a single stream with a common timing identifier. No addi-
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tional synchronization is needed and many possible errors, e. g.
dropped events due to buffer constraints, are recoverable.
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Figure 5.3: EUDAQ trigger scheme and readout timing.

The triggered data acquisition system in combination with
the slow rolling-shutter-based readout of the telescope sensors
poses a complication for the MuPix integration. MIMOSA26

sensors read out the pixel matrix line by line, which takes ap-
proximately 125 µs for the full pixel matrix. With a given trigger
signal, the DAQ system does not know whether the correspond-
ing hit is located above or below the current line. To ensure that
no hit goes missing, the full pixel matrix is read out twice as
indicated in Figure 5.3.

For the MuPix4 prototype, the triggered readout has to be
emulated. The sensor is continuously read out and hits are ac-
cumulated in an internal buffer as soon as a previous readout
cycle has finished. When the MuPix DAQ system receives the
trigger signal, it has to accumulate hits for the duration of two
MIMOSA26 cycles. The accumulated hits are then combined
into one event for the EUDAQ system.

5.2 analysis procedure

The raw data, i. e. the recorded hits on the telescope planes and
the MuPix4 prototype, requires additional processing steps to
perform the prototype performance analysis. The hits are mea-
sured in the local pixel coordinates and need to be transformed
to space points using the telescope geometry. Hits from the sep-
arate planes must be matched to tracks, the corresponding best-
fit trajectories must be reconstructed, and the estimated inter-
sections with the device-under-test must be calculated. These
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analysis steps are performed using the EUTelescope analysis
software [54, 86]. EUTelescope is a comprehensive pixel tele-
scope analysis framework that was developed as the analysis
package for the EUDET type telescopes. It is based on the soft-
ware framework of the International Linear Collider Collabora-
tion [88].

Since the EUTelescope packages allows its application to a
variety of setups, extensive configuration and optimization are
required for a successful test beam analysis. In the following, I
will explain all the necessary steps that I performed to enable
the final performance analysis of the prototype sensor.

Raw Data Conversion

Clustering

Hits

TrackingAlignment Analysis

Figure 5.4: Data flow in the EUTelescope analysis framework.

The multi-step analysis procedure defined by EUTelescope is
outlined in Figure 5.4. The raw data is first converted to a com-
mon file format. To simplify the analysis at later stages, noisy
pixels are removed already at this point. Noisy pixels are de-
fined as pixels with a high average hit rate, above 0.1 %/event
for the telescope sensors and above 1 %/event for the MuPix4

prototype. In the next step, hits are formed on the local planes
by merging adjacent hit pixels into clusters. Local hits on each
measurement plane are defined by the center-of-mass position
of the amplitude weighted pixel hits of each cluster. Local hits
are then transformed into the global coordinate system using
the telescope geometry.

Particle tracking assumes a linear track along the nominal
beam axis. Track candidates are constructed by projecting the
hits onto a common plane and combining hits within a fixed
radius of 750 µm. Only candidates with exactly six hits, one
on each telescope plane, are fitted using a linear track model.
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Tracks are further selected by requiring a maximum χ2 value
and a maximum slope of 0.1, i. e. tracks must be well-fitted and
be consistent with the beam direction.

First, the telescope without the device-under-test is aligned
using special runs where the device-under-test is physically
removed from the beam position. The initial geometry infor-
mation is gathered by manual position measurements. Then, a
manual rough alignment follows using hit correlations between
the different planes. This allows an alignment precision on the
order of 50 µm. The alignment is then further optimized by
an automated track-based alignment procedure. The automatic
alignment procedure is based on the general broken lines track
fit [35, 59] and the Millepede alignment program [28, 54]. An
application of the general broken lines fit as an advanced track
fit for the Mu3e experiment will be discussed in Chapter 8.

Next, the device-under-test is aligned with respect to the tele-
scope. Due to the much smaller size of the MuPix4 compared to
the Mimosa26 sensors, it is difficult to locate its position relative
to the telescope. By plotting the telescope hits for events with
registered hits in the MuPix4 sensor, the sensitive area of the
MuPix4 is visible as a shadow in the hit maps of the telescope
layers. This allows a direct determination of the MuPix4 posi-
tion relative to the telescope sensors. After the initial alignment,
the same procedures discussed above are used to achieve full
alignment. The only difference is that now tracks with seven
hits, six hits on the telescope and one hit on the device-under-
test, are used.

The final results from the EUTelescope processing are the ex-
trapolated positions of the reconstructed telescope tracks on the
nominal plane of the MuPix4 device-under-test. For the perfor-
mance analysis, the extrapolated positions and the unprocessed
raw MuPix data is processed using custom software that I have
designed and implemented.

5.3 beam telescope performance

The operating parameters of the telescope sensors are provided
by the DESY testbeam group and were used without further
optimization. The data taking is organized into runs, where
each runs is defined by a fixed amount of accumulated data.
Alignment is performed for sets of runs with identical position-
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ing. An overview of the different sets of runs can be found
in Table 5.2. Here, I will shortly discuss the performance of
the telescope reconstruction described above. The results of the
performance analysis for the MuPix4 prototype are discussed
in the next chapter.

first run rotation vbias content

6054 Alignment run
6070 0° 50 V Treshold scan
6082 0° 70 V Treshold scan
6094 Alignment run
6108 45.0° 50 V Rotated threshold scan
6112 45.0° 70 V Rotated threshold scan
6118 22.5° 50 V Rotated threshold scan
6122 22.5° 70 V Rotated threshold scan

Table 5.2: List of analyzed datasets from the February 2014 testbeam
campaign presented in this thesis. The datasets are identified by
their first run. The rotation angle α and the bias voltage Vbias are
the settings of the MuPix4 device-under-test if present.
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Figure 5.5: Mean number of clusters and reconstructed tracks per
event for the telescope planes and the MuPix prototype for dif-
ferent runs. The run number are not continuous and the dashed
lines mark changes in the configurations, e. g. a change of the
MuPix bias voltage or the beam incidence angle.

The event rates for all analyzed runs are shown in Figure 5.5.
The hit rate of the telescope planes and the MuPix4 prototype
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is the mean number of clusters per event after removal of noisy
pixels. The track rate, on the other hand, is the mean number of
reconstructed tracks using only the telescope hit information.

The hit rate for each telescope plane stays relatively constant
over the whole testbeam campaign. There are differences be-
tween the telescope planes on the order of 15 % that are not cor-
related to plane positions along the beam. This suggests differ-
ent single hit efficiencies and noise rates rather than beam dis-
persion effects as the source. The track rate is significantly lower
than the hit rate, suggesting a low tracking efficiency. However,
its exact value cannot be reliably estimated from the rates alone
without knowledge of the telescope plane efficiencies.

The telescope and MuPix hit rates are of comparable size. A
naive expectation would be that they have a ratio comparable
to their relative sensitive areas, i. e. 9.4 mm2 / 224 mm2 = 0.042.
This ignores possible effects from non-uniform particle distri-
butions and the different integration times for the telescope
plane and the MuPix sensor discussed above. The similar rates
are most likely a result of the much larger integration time of
the MuPix4 sensor due to the different readout architecture dis-
cussed previously.
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are not continuous and the dashed lines mark changes in the
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The telescope alignment can be checked by looking at the
residual distributions of the tracks, i. e. the distances between
the fitted and measured track positions on each telescope plane.
Deviations of the distribution mean from zero indicate possible
misalignment and are shown in Figure 5.6 for the track residu-
als along the global x-direction for all telescope planes.

The deviations are on the order of 5 µm to 10 µm. Due to tech-
nical limitations with the EUTelescope software, the alignment
could not be further improved using the automated alignment
procedure. Since the misalignment is still small compared to the
MuPix4 pixel sizes and the track rate is low, this is not a prob-
lem for the analysis. This invariance and the effective resolution
of the extrapolated track position on the device-under-test will
be discussed in the next chapter.

Overall, the telescope setup could reliably reconstruct the
particle tracks and allowed the subsequent analysis of the
MuPix4 prototype performance.



6
P R O T O T Y P E P E R F O R M A N C E

The performance of the MuPix4 prototype with respect to its
single hit resolution, clustering properties, and efficiency is ana-
lyzed using the telescope setup. After discussing the properties
of the pixel sensor data, the matching between telescope tracks
and sensor hits is examined. The sensor efficiency, both glob-
ally and position resolved, is analyzed for different threshold
and bias voltage settings.

6.1 the strixel feature

Before considering the full test beam analysis, the raw data
from the MuPix prototype needs to be studied. The raw pixel
hit map, i. e. an histogram of the registered hit positions in row
and column coordiantes is shown in Figure 6.1 for an example
run. Unfortunately, the hit map does not show a uniform dis-
tribution of hits. Instead, a clear horizontal stripe-like pattern
is visible. Out of groups of four rows, two neighboring rows
have almost no hits and the other two rows display uniformly
distributed hit registration. The hit counts for the lowest two
rows are about 10 times larger than the average hit counts for
the regular ones.

An examination of the chip schematics revealed a possible
problem with the readout and reset circuitry. When a registered
hit is processed by the column logic, it reads the corresponding
row address from a fixed memory cell and resets the pixel. For
half of the cells, the readout timing was incorrect and a zero
address was stored instead of the actual address. The incorrect
timing is not completely deterministic as a minor fraction of
the pixels in the defective rows are active and generate hits
with correct addresses. The column address was not affected as
it was generated at a different point in the readout circuit. The
alternating structure in groups of two rows is a result of the
two separate digital columns per physical column, where every
second pixel in a digital column is affected.

45
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Figure 6.1: Raw pixel map for an example run with a global threshold
of 838 mV, a high voltage of 70 V, and zero incidence angle. The
missing pixel at position (30, 1) is a hot pixel and was removed
from the analysis.

The 10 times higher hit count for the lower two rows is con-
sistent with integration of the missing hits from the empty nine
double rows. The sensor effectively works as a combination of
a pixel and a strip sensor, i.e. half of the pixels have the correct
row and column information while the other half only provides
column information.

In order to still be able to extract meaningful information
from the acquired data, a number of possible mitigation tech-
niques exist. One possibility is to restrict measurements to the
working rows. This reduces the available data by a factor of two
and introduces possible edge effects at each transition between
working and non-working rows. Another solution is to take ad-
vantage of the low particle rates and match reconstructed tracks
to possible pixel hits using only the column information. This
is the approach taken for this data analysis.
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6.2 clustering

A single particle can generate more than one pixel hit due to
charge sharing effects between neighboring cells. The distribu-
tion of the cluster sizes can be used to measure the strength
of these charge sharing effects. Clusters are constructed for
the raw pixel hits using a simple clustering algorithm. Starting
from a seed pixel, all active pixels that are directly connected
are combined. Pixels that are only connected at the corner and
do not share a common edge are treated as two separate clus-
ters. This procedure is independent of the choice of seed pixel,
due to the requirement of a direct connection.
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of cluster sizes for a run with a global thresh-
old of 823 mV, a high voltage of 70 V, and zero track incidence
angle. These settings correspond to the highest efficiency.

The resulting cluster size distribution is shown in Figure 6.2.
Single pixel clusters are strongly preferred and clusters con-
taining two or more pixels are suppressed by an order of mag-
nitude. Due to the faulty rows, there must be an inherent bias
towards lower cluster sizes. However, this affects only half of
the pixels for cluster sizes above two and only along one direc-
tion.

The qualitative pictures does not change for different settings.
The shown configuration is a setting with the highest tested
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bias voltage of 70 V and the lowest tested threshold of 823 mV.
This corresponds to a high efficiency that will be discussed later
on. Higher thresholds reduce the possibility that a small signal
shared from a neighboring pixel can activate the comparator.
For other configurations the single pixel clusters fraction is in-
creased, especially for higher thresholds.

The very small clustering rate is expected and a result of the
shape of the sensitive sensor area. The active area underneath
each pixel cell forms a thin sheet with a depth of around 15 µm
[67] that is small compared to the pixel size of 92 µm × 80 µm.
In combination with the applied high voltage, the generated
charge drifts quickly to the sensor electrode. Charge transfer to
neighboring cells can only occur at the very edges of each cell
and is therefore suppressed.

In hybrid pixel sensors, charge sharing is usually larger due
to the thicker sensitive layer and the Lorentz-drift in the mag-
netic field. Signal amplitude measurements can be used to en-
hance the single hit resolution by using appropriately weighted
sums to determine the center of mass of a cluster. The binary
readout of the MuPix sensor allows only small improvement
of the single hit resolution. For the Mu3e experiment, single
hit resolution is not a limiting factor. Large cluster sizes would
only increase the output data rate without significant resolution
benefits.

6.3 track matching and resolution

A prerequisite for the efficiency measurement is a correct
matching of reconstructed tracks and possible hits of the
MuPix device. Possible ambiguities could arise when multiple
tracks are reconstructed in the sensor area. However, as shown
previously in Figure 5.5, the track rate is below 1 track/event
for the whole test beam campaign. To further reduce possible
interference from matching ambiguities, only events with ex-
actly one track are considered. To accommodate the missing
column information, reconstructed tracks and pixel hits are
matched using only the column information with a matching
cut of 1.5 pixels. The specific cut value was manually chosen to
be slightly larger than the pixel size plus the telescope resolu-
tion. With these cuts, around 2 × 104 reconstructed tracks are
available for each tested configuration.
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Figure 6.3: Residuals between track position and matched pixel posi-
tion in digital pixel coordinates on the sensor plane for a track
incidence angle of zero degrees. The central graph shows the
residuals in the plane and the upper and right graphs show the
projections along the column and row direction.

The resulting residuals between the extrapolated track posi-
tion and the matched pixel position of the closest pixel for an
example dataset are shown in Figure 6.3. Due to the row ad-
dress problem, the residuals are only correct for the hits inside
the working rows. For the other rows, the residuals are shifted
by the nominal row address. The remnants of this effects are
visible at the upper edge of the plot. The residual distribution
is the convolution of the intrinsic hit distribution of a single
pixel with the uncertainty distribution of the extrapolated track
position. With binary readout the hit distribution inside a pixel
is expected to be uniform.1 The extrapolated track position is 1 Under the

assumption of a
uniform track
distribution inside a
pixel.

assumed to be of Gaussian shape with a width determined by
the telescope resolution.

The smearing at the edges of the projected distributions are
a result of the telescope resolution. The extrapolated telescope
resolution is significantly smaller than the pixel size, around
0.1 to 0.2 the average pixel size or 9 µm to 18 µm. The nominal
pixel size is marked with the dashed lines. Within the telescope
resolution, no systematic misalignment between the track and
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the pixel positions is visible. The hit resolution is therefore de-
termined by the pixel pitch.
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Figure 6.4: Residuals between the track position and nominal pixel
position for tracks matched with pixel clusters of size two. The
left plot shows the residuals for distances to the closest pixel in
the cluster and the right plot show the residuals to the other
pixel.

Although most of the hits on the MuPix sensor are single
pixel hits, it is interesting to look at the residuals specifically
for the clusters with more than one active pixel. For clusters,
residuals can be separately defined for each constituent pixel.
This has been done for two pixel clusters in Figure 6.4, where
the track residuals are shown separately for the first and the
second pixel ordered by distance to the track.

Both distributions are localized at the corners of the nominal
pixel position with a width comparable to the telescope resolu-
tion. Two-pixel clusters correspond to hits that are located very
close to the border between two pixels. Only at these positions
can the generated charge reach two separate cells, a finding
consistent with the suppressed rate of two pixel clusters.

6.4 efficiency

With an effective matching between hits and extrapolated
tracks, the efficiency can be calculated. To accommodate for
variations in the track density, the efficiency is normalized
using the initial tracks. All tracks extrapolated to the nominal
sensor area are matched with the closest available hit using
the column distance. The efficiency ϵ is calculated as the ratio
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between the total number of tracks and the tracks that have a
matched hit within a column distance of 1.5, i. e.

ϵ = Nmatched/Ntotal. (6.1)

Noisy pixels are removed before the matching and all tracks in-
side the nominal pixel matrix are considered. Due to the strong
correlation between the number of matched and total tracks,
the efficiency errors are calculated using Bayesian confidence
intervals calculated with the TEfficiency procedure in ROOT
[82].
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Figure 6.5: Global sensor efficiency as a function of the global thresh-
old voltage for a fixed beam incidence and two different high
voltage settings.

The global efficiency as a function of the configured global
threshold is shown in Figure 6.5. A clear rise of the efficiency for
lower thresholds is visible. The maximum efficiency of 99.5 %
is reached at the minimal threshold of 823 mV. The efficiency
usually follows a sigmoidal curve. It should start at zero for
very large thresholds where no signal reaches the configured
threshold. As the threshold decreases, the efficiency increases
as a larger fraction of the statistically varying signal amplitude
reaches the threshold. Above a certain value, all signals surpass
the threshold and the efficiency should reach a plateau at the
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maximum efficiency. The width of the transition region defines
the strength of the statistical signal variations.

Here, the width has two separate causes: the intrinsic sen-
sor noise and the per-pixel variations. The latter can be signif-
icantly reduced by tuning the additional per-pixel thresholds
to account for production variations between the per-pixel cir-
cuits. For the first measurements presented here, no tuning was
performed and the measured width can not be used to estimate
the sensor noise.

Figure 6.5 shows the efficiency for two different bias voltages.
Higher bias voltages enlarges the depletion zone as discussed
in Chapter 4. The incident particles traverse a larger active zone
and consequently generate more charges. The signal amplitude
is larger and a higher fraction of signals pass the given thresh-
old, consistent with the measured efficiency increase.
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Figure 6.6: Global sensor efficiency as a function of the global thresh-
old voltage for a fixed high voltage and three different beam
incidence angles.

A similar effect can be achieved by changing the incidence an-
gle of the tracks for a fixed threshold. Larger incidence angles
increase the effective path length by a factor of 1/ cos α com-
pared to normal incidence. Consequently, the generated charge
and the resulting signal amplitude increase. This effect can be
seen in Figure 6.6, where the efficiency as a function of the
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threshold is plotted for different incidence angles. The increase
from 22.5° to 45° has a larger effect than the increase from 0° to
22.5° due to non-linearity of the 1/ cos α term.
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Figure 6.7: Efficiency distribution over the pixel matrix for a global
threshold of 863 mV, a high voltage of 70 V, and zero track inci-
dence angle. The global efficiency is 89 %.

To verify that the sensor response does not depend on the
pixel location, one can investigate the efficiency as a function
of the track position. This is done in Figure 6.7, where the effi-
ciency is plotted for a configuration with a low global efficiency
of 89 %. Since the track matching uses only the column informa-
tion, the efficiency can be calculated also for the faulty row ad-
dresses. No obvious structures are visible in the efficiency map,
i. e. the increased threshold affects all pixels uniformly within
the statistical limits of the acquired data.

The high telescope resolution also allows a position measure-
ment within each pixel and enables the investigation of sub-
pixel efficiencies. However, the number of reconstructed tracks
per configuration results in only around ten hits per pixel. Since
only statistical fluctuations between the pixels and no system-
atic position dependent effects are visible on the level of the
whole pixel matrix, the matrix can be folded back into a single
four-by-four submatrix. This increases the reconstructed tracks
per pixel under the assumption that all submatrices behave
identical.
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Figure 6.8: Subpixel efficiency for a four-by-four submatrix. To in-
crease the statistical power, the track positions for all non-
overlapping four-by-four submatrices are folded into the first
submatrix. The sensor settings are identical to Figure 6.7.

The folded efficiency is shown in Figure 6.8 for the same sen-
sor configuration. The overall efficiency is decreased and, in
addition, some structures are visible in the the projected effi-
ciencies along the column and row direction. Additional drops
in the efficiency coincide with the pixel edges within the tele-
scope resolution. The efficiency drop at the edges are a result
of the previously discussed two-pixel clusters. Their generated
charge is shared between the neighboring cells and each signal
has less chance to be over the threshold.

6.5 summary

The test beam measurements show that high-voltage mono-
lithic active pixel sensors can be successfully operated with a
high efficiency of >99 %. Apart from the row addressing prob-
lem, the MuPix4 prototype shows a uniform response both over
the given pixel matrix and locally inside each pixel. This is the
first systematic efficiency and resolution measurement using
this novel prototype design.

The results are encouraging, but a few caveats still exist. One
important missing piece is a simultaneous noise measurement
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to verify that the efficiency is not a result of spurious coinci-
dences of tracks with noise hits. One indicator could be the
number of unmatched hits, i. e. the hit rate after removing hits
matched to a track. Unfortunately, the telescope and device un-
der test have different integration times that also vary between
events. The telescope also has a tracking efficiency below 100 %.
A large number of unmatched hits therefore result from gen-
uine particle tracks that are not reconstructed in the telescope.
This is a severe limitation of the telescope setup. Initial lab mea-
surements with injection pulses and radioactive sources indi-
cated signal over noise ratios above 20 [58, 60].

The lowest threshold configuration was limited by read out
rates of the data acquisition system. Lower threshold saturated
the readout due to single noisy pixels and lead to unstable run-
ning conditions. Ideally, a large efficiency plateau should be
available to have a wider set of possible working points. Later
test beam measurements with the MuPix6 and MuPix7 chips
could measure such an efficiency plateau. The later measure-
ments were performed using the updated readout system with
the EUDET telescope setup and a custom MuPix telescope [72].

All measurement shown here were taken with untuned sen-
sors. By tuning the per-pixel threshold corrections, a significant
increase in uniformity can be achieved. The given measure-
ments are therefore the base upon which further improvements
can be build.
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T R A C K M O D E L S A N D U N C E RTA I N T I E S

Precise knowledge of a particle’s momentum and position is
the key to almost any successful particle physics experiment. It
is particularly important for the Mu3e experiment to suppress
possible backgrounds and reach the projected branching ratio
sensitivity. Consequently, particle tracking detectors are at the
core of many current experimental setups. In contrast to e. g.
calorimetric measurements, where the quantities of interest can
be measured directly, tracking devices require additional recon-
struction steps to recover the full particle trajectory from the
tracker measurements.

Reconstructing the particle trajectory from the measurements
involves two core components: a deterministic track model that
describes the idealized particle motion and a statistical descrip-
tion of possible uncertainties from the measurements and from
interactions of the particle with the material it traverses. The
distinction between these two components is not a strict one,
i. e. some effects can be described both as a deterministic ele-
ment of the track model or as a statistical contribution to the
uncertainty.

The different track fits that will be discussed later in this
work, differ in their assumed propagation model and in the
type of uncertainties that are assumed. In order to understand
their behaviour in different regimes, i. e. configurations with
different dominating uncertainties, it is necessary to fully
understand the interplay of track models and uncertainties.
While this topic is technical in nature, a thorough introduction
is needed to understand the following discussions on the
various track fit and their behaviour.

In this chapter, I will discuss the helical track model, track
parametrizations, and sources of uncertainty. A detailed dis-
cussion of the helical track model can also be found in Ap-
pendix A.

59
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7.1 analytic helix propagation

A charged particle moving in a magnetic field is subject to the
Lorentz force [32]. In the absence of an electric field, the result-
ing equations of motion are given by

dp
dt = F = q(v × B), (7.1)

where natural units with h̄ = c = 1 are assumed.
Under the assumption of negligible energy loss, i. e. constant

absolute momentum, the relation ds/ dt = v between path
length, time, and absolute velocity holds. The momentum vec-
tor contains information on the direction and the curvature,
which is related to the absolute momentum. It is usually eas-
ier to separate these two parameters and rewrite the equations
of motion as two sets of ordinary first-order differential equa-
tions for the position x and normalized momentum or tangent
vector T̂ = p/p as functions of the integrated path length s
along the particle trajectory

dx
ds = T̂, (7.2)

dT̂
ds = T̂ × q

p
B(x). (7.3)

The track model is the solution to these six coupled differential
equations.

For arbitrary magnetic fields, the equations of motion (7.2)
have no analytical solution and require numerical methods.
There are a number of well established methods, e. g. [16,
47, 48], mostly based on the Runge-Kutta methods [1, 2] for
numerically solving differential equations. However, they are
computationally expensive and are not the first choice for fast
tracking with the Mu3e experiment.

A typical magnetic field configuration for collider detec-
tors and the configuration used in the Mu3e experiment is a
solenoid magnet. In the inner central volume of the solenoid,
the field can be reasonably well described by a constant axial
magnetic field. How well this approximation holds depends on
the specific magnet configuration. The solenoid magnet for the
Mu3e experiment was specifically designed to be as homoge-
neous as possible for the largest possible area as discussed in
Chapter 3. In the following, the field axis is used to define the
z-axis of the global Cartesian coordinate system, i. e. B = BzẐ
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x

y

z

B

Figure 7.1: Helical trajectory along the z-axis.

For a constant magnetic field, the equations of motion (7.2)
can be solved analytically. The full derivation and the explicit
analytical solution is described in Appendix A. The solution is a
helix trajectory along the magnetic field direction, i. e. a circular
motion in the plane transverse to the field direction and a linear
drift along the field direction as shown in Figure 7.1.

7.2 track parameters

The derivation of the helix trajectory in the previous section
directly used the position and momentum or tangent vector
to define the track. Depending on the circumstances other
parametrizations are more appropriate. In addition, only five
parameters are required to fully describe the trajectory for
a given reference surface. Additional parameters, e. g. when
using the global parameters, introduce correlations among the
parameters and complicate e. g. the propagation of uncertain-
ties.

The track parameters a can be calculated at every point on
the trajectory. A function that propagates the track parameters
as a function of the initial parameters a0 and the path length s
can be formally defined:

a = f (a0, s). (7.4)

The track parameters need to be propagated not only along
the trajectory, but also to specific points of interests, e. g. to
the intersection with a measurement surface or to the closest
approach to a possible vertex position. With the helix trajectory
this is equivalent to finding the corresponding path length. This
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can be done analytically in most cases. A full derivation of the
initial trajectory and the relevant propagation equations for the
helical propagation can be found in Appendix A.

The definition of the different track parameters in the follow-
ing section follows the definitions in [38].

7.2.1 Global Parametrization

The global parameters x, T̂, q/p use the position vector, tangent
vector, and signed inverse momentum to define the track in the
global Cartesian coordinate system. This is not a minimal set of
parameters, but allows a direct calculation of the trajectory in
the global coordinate system.

x

y

z

B

T̂

φ
λ

Figure 7.2: Definition of the coordinate system and the global track
angles φ and λ.

Due to the normalization, the tangent vector has only two
free parameters. Instead of using its Cartesian coordinates it
can be defined using two global direction angles

T̂ =

⎛
⎜⎝

cos λ cos φ

cos λ sin φ

sin λ

⎞
⎟⎠ (7.5)

as shown in Figure 7.2. The momentum vector is the tangent
vector scaled with the absolute momentum, i. e. p = pT̂. The
dip angle λ measures the relative strength of the longitudinal
motion and is proportional to the longitudinal momentum. The
azimuth angle φ indicates the direction in the global xy-plane
or transverse plane.
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7.2.2 Curvilinear Parameterization

The curvilinear track parameters x⊥, y⊥, φ, λ, q/p as discussed
in [38] define the track at the point of closest approach to a
reference position.

The track direction is defined by the global track angles φ

and λ that were previously defined and q/p is again the signed
inverse momentum.

The track position is defined by the offset [x⊥, y⊥] in the
curvilinear plane. The curvilinear coordinate system is a lo-
cal system with coordinates [x⊥, y⊥, z⊥] defined at every point
on the trajectory. It is defined as a plane perpendicular to the
track, i. e. the normal unit vector of the curvilinear plane is the
tangent vector of the track at the given position. The plane is
spanned by two unit vectors that are defined as follows

Û =
Ẑ × T̂

∥Ẑ × T̂∥
, (7.6)

V̂ = T̂ × Û. (7.7)

The three unit vectors of the curvilinear system are orthonor-
mal. By construction, the Û unit vector lies in the global xy-
plane. In the case of a transverse track, where the tangent vector
lies also in the xy-plane, the V̂ unit vector is identical to the Ẑ

unit vector. Otherwise, the V̂ unit vector is rotated away from
the z-axis. Since the curvilinear plane is orthogonal to the track
direction, z⊥ changes correspond to path length changes and
would define a new curvilinear system.

7.3 propagation of uncertainties

Often, one is not interested in the full propagated parameters
but only in the propagated corrections along a reference trajec-
tory

a + ∆ = f (a0 + ∆0, s) with a = f (a0, s). (7.8)

Since only small corrections are now considered, the propaga-
tor can be expanded around the reference trajectory a0 for a
fixed propagation path length in terms of the corrections, i. e.

∆ = f (a0, s) − a + ∂ f
∂a ∆0 + O(∆2

0) ≈ Fs∆0. (7.9)
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The whole propagation dynamics is now contained in the Jaco-
bian matrix Fs = ∂ f /∂a. The validity of this linearization de-
pends on the non-linear nature of the initial propagator, which
depends among other things on the specific choice of parame-
ters.

Curvilinear parameters are used for the propagation in the
helical track model. Here, all parameters changes are orthogo-
nal to each other and to the initial track direction. This means
that the linearization is valid over a wide range of parameters
and propagation path lengths.

The specific form of the propagation or transport Jacobian for
the helical model can be found in [38], where it is derived for
a helix with arbitrary axis. For the computations in this work a
simplified version is used that assumes a magnetic field direc-
tion along the z-axis and allows a simpler computation.

For the following discussions it is instructive to consider how
small changes in the parameters at one point of the trajectory ef-
fect the curvilinear parameters after a given propagation path
length in leading order. Initial position changes are orthogo-
nal to the track direction and do not change along the trajec-
tory. This means that an initial position uncertainty yields the
same position uncertainty at a later position. Initial direction
changes also effect the position and depend linearly on the path
length. Direction uncertainties, e. g. from multiple scattering,
can lead to large position uncertainties after long track propa-
gation. Changes in momentum, i. e. the curvature of the track,
mostly affect the position in the transverse plane.

7.4 sources of uncertainties

All effects that are not described by the deterministic track
model are described as additional statistical noise. For all prac-
tical purposes, the noise is assumed to be normally distributed
with a defined covariance matrix Σ. Multiple noise sources are
combined by adding their separate corresponding matrices.

7.4.1 Measurement Uncertainties

All particle detectors have a finite resolution and the measured
nominal position differs from the true crossing point of the par-
ticle. For the case of a silicon pixel sensors with pixel pitches
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lu and lv along each measurement direction, the center of a
pixel is usually used as the measured position. Ignoring possi-
ble charge sharing effects, the true crossing point can be any-
where inside the pixel and the corresponding residual distribu-
tion is a uniform distribution with width lu and lu along each
direction. An corresponding normal distribution is defined by
using the variance of the uniform distribution. In the local mea-
surement system the covariance matrix is diagonal and given
by

Σpixel =

⎛
⎜⎝

l2
u

/
12 0

0 l2
v

/
12

⎞
⎟⎠ . (7.10)

7.4.2 Multiple Coulomb Scattering

A charged particle traversing a medium will be deflected by
consecutive elastic scattering at the nuclei of the medium,
mostly due to the Coulomb interaction between the particle
and nuclei charge. This effect is called multiple Coulomb
scattering. Its theory was first discussed by Wentzel [4] and
fully developed by Molière and Bethe [5–8]. It describes the
distribution of the effective scattering angles and displacement
after the traversal as shown in Figure 7.3. The resulting distri-
bution of scattering angles has a vanishing mean, a normally
distributed core, and additional tails due to large angle single
scattering events.

x

splane
yplane

Ψplane

θplane

x /2

Figure 7.3: Effect from multiple Coulomb scattering on the direction
of a particle trajectory. From [73]
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The scattering can be described either by the angular distribu-
tion in space or by projecting the angular distribution onto two
orthogonal planes. For most practical purposes the planar scat-
tering distribution is used and approximated by a normal distri-
bution. Its width can be described by the following parametriza-
tion for the RMS of the 98 % core of the distribution according
to Highland [15, 73]

θ0 = 13.6 MeV/c
q
p

√
x

β2X0

⎛
⎝1 + 0.038 ln

(
x

X0

)⎞
⎠ , (7.11)

where p is the momentum in MeV/c, q is the absolute charge
of the particle in units of e, β is the relativistic velocity, and
x/X0 is the thickness of the material in units of the radiation
length X0. The radiation length X0 is a material constant that
depends mostly on the nuclear charge, i. e. it is generally longer
for lighter elements.

The additional displacement due to multiple scattering is
strongly correlated to the scattering itself. The width of the
displacement distribution is given by σy = x θ0/

√
3, which

means that for thin scatterers the displacement can usually be
neglected.

We performed our own measurements of multiple Coulomb
scattering in thin 50 µm to 140 µm silicon targets during the
test beam campaigns at DESY. We found good agreement for
the measured width of the multiple scattering distribution with
the theoretical width described above. However, the shape of
the distribution was best described by a Student’s t-distribution
with larger tails than a Gaussian [70]. While this can be consid-
ered in the future, only the Gaussian core is of interest for this
work.

The planar scattering angles are defined in two planes that
are orthogonal to each other and that both contain the initial
track direction. One such system is the curvilinear system de-
fined above with the two planes spanned by (T̂, Û) and (T̂, V̂)
respectively (see also [50]). The planar scattering angles corre-
spond to a change of slope in this system and the contribution
to the global change of direction can be written as

dT̂ = Û dx′
⊥ + V̂ dy′

⊥. (7.12)
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The change of direction can also be written in terms of the
global track angles by using the definition of the tangent vector
in Equation 7.5

dT̂ = Û cos(λ)dφ + V̂ dλ (7.13)

Comparing the two expressions shows that scattering angles
along V̂ correspond directly to equivalent λ changes wheras
scattering angles along Û are related to changes in φ by an
additional scaling given by cos(λ). The resulting global angles‘
covariance matrix due to multiple scattering is diagonal and
can be written as follows.

ΣMS =

(
σ2

φ,MS 0
0 σλ,MS

)
=

(
θ2

0/ cos2(λ) 0
0 θ2

0

)
(7.14)

The description in Figure 7.3 shows a normal incidence of the
track on the scattering medium. In most cases, the track will
have an additional incidence angle α with respect to the mate-
rial normal. When calculating the planar scattering angle, the
effective path through the material, i. e. xe f f = x/ cos α, should
be used.

7.4.3 Other Effects

Additional sources of uncertainty are mostly due to energy
losses of the particle while traversing a medium or a detec-
tor layer. As discussed e. g. in [73], low energy electrons loose
energy mostly via ionization1. Due to the thin detector ma- 1 Otherwise, our

silicon detectors
would not work

terial, the energy loss is usually very small compared to the
total energy of the particle. Another effect is Bremsstrahlung
when traversing a detector layer. However, this is usually rele-
vant only a very high energies and with thick detectors, both of
which are not the case at the Mu3e experiment.
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Track parameters are reconstructed from the measurements by
fitting the full statistical track model, i. e. the combination of
an idealized deterministic track propagation and a statistical
error description, to the measurements. There are multiple al-
gorithms available which usually differ in the treatment of the
uncertainties. Often, they can be categorized either as fast and
approximate or as slow and precise.

In the following chapter I will discuss two track fits of the
former category: a single helix fit based on the fast Karimaeki
circle fit and a novel track fit based on hit triplets which both
built on the helical track model. I will also discuss the general
broken lines fit, an extended track refit that belongs to the latter
category.

Having a correct fit model is not only relevant for determin-
ing the optimal track parameters. It is also an important tool to
tackle the related problem of pattern matching and track find-
ing, i. e. determining which measurements belong to the same
particle trajectory. With a correct fit model, the fit quality can
be used to judge possible candidate associations.

8.1 method of least squares

In general, the principle of maximum likelihood (see e. g. [31])
is applied to estimate optimal parameters for a given statistical
model. Under the assumption of normally distributed residu-
als, maximizing a likelihood expression is equivalent to mini-
mizing the corresponding objective function that is given by the
sum of weighted squared residuals. This is called the method
of least squares. For a given vector of measurements m with
corresponding covariance matrix Σ and a track model f(a) that
calculates the expected measurements as a function of a set of
track parameters a, the least squares objective function can be
written in matrix notation as follows:

S =
(
m − f(a)

)T
Σ

−1
m

(
m − f(a)

)
. (8.1)

69
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The so-called precision matrix, the inverse of the covariance
matrix, is used to weight the residuals. This ensures that more
precise measurements have stronger contributions to the result
and that possible correlations between the measurements are
correctly accounted for. The best-fit parameters are those that
minimize the objective function.

Minimizing the objective function (8.1) for a general non-
linear track model is usually only possible with computation-
ally expensive numerical methods. A direct, faster solution
is possible if only linear models need to be considered. This
means that either the parameters are chosen such that the
expected measurements f(a) from the track model depend
only linearly on the parameters, or the non-linear track model
is linearized around a suitable expansion point f(a) ≈ f0 + F a,
where F = ∂f

∂a is the Jacobian matrix of the track model. The
linear least square objective function is then given by

S = (m0 − F a)T
Σ

−1
m (m0 − F a) (8.2)

with m0 = m − f0.
Minimizing the least square objective function is equivalent

to solving the resulting normal equations dS/ da = 0. For the
linear case the normal equations are the following set of linear
equations

FT
Σ

−1
m F a = FT

Σ
−1
m m0. (8.3)

Under the assumption that the Jacobian matrix F and the preci-
sion matrix Σ

−1
m are well behaved, the resulting best-fit parame-

ters and the corresponding covariance matrix can be expressed
as follows

a =
(

FT
Σ

−1
m F

)−1
FT

Σ
−1
m m0, (8.4)

Σa =
(

FT
Σ

−1
m F

)−1
. (8.5)

The matrix inversions should be understood as purely symbolic
expressions. Depending on the situation the solution can be
calculated without performing an explicit numerical inversion
of the relevant matrices.

The computational complexity of the solution depends on the
specific form of the covariance matrix and the Jacobian matrix.
For a dense system the complexity scales with O(n3) where
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n is the number of measurements. For special cases, e. g. inde-
pendent measurements with a diagonal covariance matrix and
a simple track model, the computational complexity can be sig-
nificantly reduced to O(n).

If the track model and the uncertainty description are con-
sistent, then the resulting sum of squared residuals is drawn
from a χ2 distribution (see e. g. [31]) with the number of de-
grees of freedom given by the number of degrees of freedom
of the fit, i. e. # measurements - # parameters. Deviations from
the expected χ2 distribution indicate inconsistencies, e. g. from
an invalid linearization , under- / overestimated measurement
uncertainties, or simply from a wrong model.

8.2 single helix fit

Fitting a single helix directly from measured positions with-
out any additional assumptions is a highly non-linear problem.
In the helical track model the particle motion in three dimen-
sions derived in Chapter 7 comprises two lower-dimensional
motions, a purely circular motion in the transverse plane and
a linear motion along the longitudinal axis as discussed pre-
viously. The single helix fit described here splits the three-di-
mensional helix fit into two two-dimensional fits, a circle fit in
the transverse plane followed by a line fit along the magnetic
field direction, that are performed separately. This separation
is valid if the measurements along the beam direction and the
ones transverse to the beam direction are independent.

The fast approximate circle fit developed by Karimäki [22]
is used to estimate the distance of closest approach to the ori-
gin dca, the transverse track angle φ at the point of closest ap-
proach, and the transverse curvature κ from two-dimensional
measurements mi = [xi, yi] as shown in Figure 8.1. It assumes
independent measurements corresponding to a diagonal covari-
ance and precision matrix. With these assumptions the objective
function for the least square formalism takes on the form

S = ∑ wiϵ
2
i , (8.6)

where the ϵi are the residuals of the fitted circle and the mea-
surements, i. e. ϵi =

mi − f(dca, φ, κ)
− (1/κ). Assuming the
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residuals are small compared to the circle radius, they can be
written in terms of the track parameters as follows

ϵi =
1
2κr2

i − (1 + κdca)ri sin(φ − ϕi) +
1
2κdca + dca, (8.7)

where ri and ϕi are the polar coordinates of the measurement
mi.

x

y

x

y

Figure 8.1: Visualization of how the circular trajectory changes as a
result of the fit changes. The left part shows changes of the trans-
verse curvature κ and the right part shows changes of the az-
imuth angle φ.

This approximate expression can we rewritten in terms of
new parameters k and d such that the residuals can be ex-
pressed as ϵi = (1 + κdca)ηi where ηi depends only linearly on
k and d. Instead of minimizing the original objective function,
the objective function can be written as

S = (1 + κdca)
2Ŝ = (1 + κdca)

2
∑ wi ηi, (8.8)

where now only the reduced objective function Ŝ is minimized.
As a result of the reparametrization the normal equations for
the reduced objective function can be solved analytically and
the fit parameters can be calculated directly from the input mea-
surements.

Using the fitted circle parameters, the fitted arc length a along
the circle path can be calculated for each measurement. The arc
length in the transverse plane is the projection of the integrated
path length s in three dimensions onto the transverse plane,
i. e. a = cos λ s. Consequently, the motion along the z-axis as
discussed in Appendix A can be written as

z = z0 + tan λ a, (8.9)

and the longitudinal track parameter can be estimated by a lin-
ear regression of the measured z-position onto the fitted arc
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length. Direct solutions for this problem are readily available
in the literature, e. g. in Press [23].

The single helix fit allows a direct, linearized fit for the ini-
tial non-linear fitting problem. It does so by assuming uncorre-
lated measurements and splitting the three-dimensional prob-
lem into two lower-dimensional fits. This allows a fast calcu-
lation but ignores all possible correlations between measure-
ments.

Other possible algorithms for the circle fit exists, e. g. confor-
mal mapping [20], the Riemann fit [29, 30], and various iterative
methods [33], but were not considered for this comparison.

8.3 single triplet fit

For the case of dominating multiple Coulomb scattering the sin-
gle helix model becomes less viable. The uncertainties induced
by multiple scattering dominate the position uncertainties. That
means in a single helix track model, measurements are strongly
correlated and the measurement covariance matrix has signifi-
cant off-diagonal contributions from multiple scattering effects.
The simplified assumptions for the single helix fit discussed
above do not hold anymore and a different approach has to be
used.

The triplets fit is a novel track fit optimized for trajectory
reconstruction in multiple scattering dominated environments
originally developed by André Schöning [75, 80]. This is the
case for modern highly-segmented, thin tracking detectors, e. g.
the Mu3e pixel tracker, where multiple Coulomb scattering can
be modelled as localized discrete scatterers (compare Part i). It
allows a direct reconstruction of the full particle trajectory, i. e.
with local direction parameters at each hit position and a global
momentum estimate, without requiring a reference trajectory,
iterative procedures, or computationally expensive inversions
of large matrices.

The basic building block of the triplets fit is a triplet of space
points in the global Cartesian coordinate system. With highly
segmented tracking detectors these space points can be calcu-
lated directly from the lower dimensional measurements. The
particle trajectory is modeled as a piece-wise helix with a dis-
crete scatterer localized at the middle hit. The detector resolu-
tion is assumed to be much better than the expected spatial
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effects from multiple scattering such that the nominal hit posi-
tions are fixed points on the particle trajectory. This trajectory
construction is shown in Figure 8.2.

r01 r12

ϕ01
φMS

d01 d12

01

τ 12τ

φMS

x

y

z

s
z01 z12

λ02

λ01

λMS

Figure 8.2: Broken helix trajectory for a hit triplet with the various
angles and distances [75].

The particle momentum and its corresponding three-dimen-
sional radius of curvature R are assumed to be conserved and
the discrete scatterer changes only the direction of the track,
i. e. it creates a kink in the trajectory. The kink is described as a
change in the global track angles φ and λ. The corresponding
kink angles φMS and λMS have expected zero mean and ex-
pected variances σ2

φ and σ2
λ, respectively. The variances can be

calculated e. g. from multiple scattering theory as described in
Section 7.4.2, but a more detailed analysis is required if effects
from a finite hit resolution need to be considered.

Instead of minimizing spatial residuals, as in the case of the
single helix fit in Section 8.2, the trajectory is fitted by finding
the radius R that minimizes the scattering kink by minimizing
the following objective function

S(R) =
φMS(R)2

σ2
φ

+
λMS(R)2

σ2
λ

, (8.10)

where σ2
φ and σ2

λ are assumed to be constant.
Choosing R as the independent variable is not a strict require-

ment. The procedure can also be formulated using the three-di-
mensional curvature K = 1/R ∼ 1/p, which is proportional
to the inverse absolute momentum. The general idea is identi-
cal, but the resulting equations differ. Depending on the spe-
cific configuration one or the other parametrization might be
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favoured mostly on numerical grounds. In the following, the
algorithm is computed using the radius R.

As discussed in Section 8.1, minimizing (8.10) is equivalent
to solving the corresponding normal equation dS(R)/ dR = 0,
i. e.

dφMS(R)
dR

φMS(R)

σ2
φ

+
dλMS(R)

dR
λMS(R)

σ2
λ

= 0. (8.11)

Using the triplet definition in Figure 8.2 the kink angle φMS

in the transverse plane can be calculated from the azimuth an-
gles Φi of the distance vectors and the propagation angles τi

along each of the two arcs

φMS = (Φ12 − Φ01) − τ01(R) + τ12(R)
2

, (8.12)

where the propagation angles τi(R) are the assumed solutions
to the following transcendental equations

sin2 τi

2
=

d2
i

4R2 +
z2

i

R2

sin2 τi
2

τ2
i

, i ∈ {01, 12} (8.13)

which can be derived from the helix trajectory by assuming
fixed endpoints and a known radius and curvature. This equa-
tion can have multiple solutions and care has to be taken to
select the one corresponding to the actual physical configura-
tion.

In the same manner, the longitudinal kink angle λMS can be
calculated as

λMS = λ12 − λ01. (8.14)

The dip angles λij can be derived from the z-distance, the ra-
dius, and the propagation angles using the following relation
which can be directly derived from the z-component of the he-
lix trajectory

sin λi =
zi

Rτi
i ∈ {01, 12}. (8.15)

The objective function defined in Equation 8.10 is now a non-
linear function of the fit parameter R. Solving it directly would
require an expensive numerical method, especially since Equa-
tion 8.13 is a transcendental equation that does not have an
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algebraic solution. In order to find a fast solution, the proce-
dure outlined in Section 8.1 is followed, i. e. the track model
is linearized around a suitable expansion point, converting the
initial construction into a linear least square problem with a
direct solution.

x

y

z

s

Figure 8.3: Helix linearization around the circle solution with fixed
endpoints. The black line indicates the initial trajectory and
the red dashed lines show possible trajectories resulting from
a change in the three-dimensional radius.

To efficiently solve the normal equation (8.11) approximate
expressions for φMS(R) and λMS(R) or τiR and λi(R), respec-
tively, are derived by a Taylor expansion of the track model
around an appropriate expansion point. Since the scattering an-
gles are usually small, a good expansion point is the circle solu-
tion in the transverse plane, i.e. a configuration with φMS = 0
and identical transverse radii r01 = r12, as shown in Figure 8.3.

The circle solution describes the case of constant curvature
in the plane transverse to the magnetic field r1 = r2 and no
scattering in that plane, φMS = 0. The radius rC of the circle in
the transverse plane going through three points is given by

rc =
d01d12d02√

−d4
01 − d4

12 − d4
02 + 2d2

01d2
12 + 2d2

12d2
02 + 2d2

02d2
01

, (8.16)

where dij is the transverse distance between the hit i and j of
the triplet as shown in Figure 8.2.

The circle solution is usually not a physical solution since
the partial helices would have different three-dimensional radii
violating the initial assumption of conserved momentum. How-
ever, this solution exists for any hit triplet and is usually reason-
ably close to a physical solution under the assumption of small
scattering angles and is a good starting point for the linearisa-
tion.
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Using the transverse circle, the angles of each arc, i. e. the
propagation angles τc,i, can be easily calculated as

τi,c = 2 arcsin
di

2rc
i ∈ {01, 12}. (8.17)

Note that the above equations have two solutions, τij,c ≤ π and
τij,c > π, and care has to be taken to select the physical one.1 1 This mostly affects

recurling tracks in
the Mu3e tracker.

A common circle in the transverse plane usually results in
separate three-dimensional radii that can be calculated by in-
serting the circle solution for the propagation angle (8.17) back
into its initial transcendental equation (8.13).

R2
i,c = r2

c +
z2

i

τ2
i,c

i ∈ {01, 12} (8.18)

The dip angles also differ for the two arcs and can be calcu-
lated by inserting the previously determined three-dimensional
radius into the initial equation (8.15).

λi = arcsin
zi

τi,cRi,c
i ∈ {01, 12} (8.19)

Using the circle solution as the expansion point, the track
model is linearized with respect to the curvature parameter.
The propagation angles and the dip angles for each arc are ap-
proximated as

τi(R) ≈τi,0 +
dτi

dR

⏐⏐⏐⏐
Ri,0

(R − Ri,0) (8.20)

λi(R) ≈λi,0 +
dλi

dR

⏐⏐⏐⏐
Ri,0

(R − Ri,0) (8.21)

where the derivatives can be calculated from the initial tran-
scendental equations (8.13) and (8.15). With the linearized ex-
pression for the propagation angle and dip angles, the final
linearized expression for the kink angles can be calculated

φMS = φMS,0 + α R (8.22)

λMS = λMS,0 + β R (8.23)

where the different expansions points of the two triplets arcs
are now absorbed in the initial kink angles and the linearization
coefficients α and β. Now, the kink angles depend linearly on
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the global radius and the solution can be directly derived using
the methods described in Section 8.1.

R =

− αφMS,0

σ2
φ

− βλMS,o

σ2
λ

α2/σ2
φ + β2/σ2

λ

(8.24)

The fit result is the three-dimensional radius R and a its vari-
ances σ2

R. The global track angles at each hit position 1 can be1 Separate angles
can be calculated

before and after the
trajectory kink at

the middle hit

calculated using the previously calculated linearization (8.20)
and also depend only linearly on the fitted radius. The covari-
ance of the full set of track parameters, i. e. φ, λ, and R, are to
be calculated from the variance of the radius using error prop-
agation.

Until now, the variances of the kink angles were assumed
to be known. This would require prior knowledge of the track
parameters, e. g. the momentum and direction, to estimate the
expected multiple scattering variance. Since scattering angles
are assumed to be small, the circle solution can be used. This
means that the fit only needs to be performed once and can still
use reasonable uncertainty estimates.

For the construction of the triplets fit, hit uncertainties are as-
sumed to vanish or at least to be small compared to the induced
position uncertainties from multiple scattering. To extend the
fit into a region where this is not necessarily the case, one can
include the effects of the hit uncertainties as additional contri-
butions to the kink variances. The full kink variance is then

σ2
Kink = θ2

0 + σ2
Hit/s2, (8.25)

where the θ2
0 is the multiple scattering variance, σ2

Hit is the posi-
tion variance in the curvilinear plane, and s is the propagation
path between the hits.

8.4 triplets fit

In order to move from a single triplet fit with three hits to a full
track fit with an arbitrary number of hits, overlapping triplets
are defined as shown in figure Figure 8.4. Instead of finding a
local radius for each triplet, a global radius ⟨R⟩ needs to be de-
termined that minimizes all triplets at once. The corresponding
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triplet 1

triplet 2

Figure 8.4: Full triplets trackfit construction scheme from overlapping
triplets [75].

global objective function is the sum over the previously defined
objective functions Si(R) from Equation 8.10 for each triplet.

⟨R⟩ = arg min
R

∑ Si(R) (8.26)

Instead of following again an explicit minimization proce-
dure for the global fit, the triplets can be fitted separately fol-
lowing the previous linearisation ansatz. The result is a fitted
radius Ri and corresponding variance σ2

Ri
for each triplet. The

radius ⟨R⟩ that minimizes the global objective function (8.26)
can then be calculated using a weighted average of the results
from each triplet.

⟨R⟩ = ∑
Ri

σ2
Ri

/
∑

1

σ2
Ri

(8.27)

Using the global radius ⟨R⟩, optimized scattering angles and
local direction angles can be calculated for each hit position.
In addition, the variance σ2

⟨R⟩ and the resulting full covariance
matrix for all parameters can be easily derived from the global
radius and the linearization ansatz for each triplet.

The solution for the global radius ⟨R⟩ in (8.27) was derived
under the assumption that the fit variances σ2

Ri
are constants,

i. e. they are independent of the fitted radii Ri. However, this
is not really the case. The fitted variances are calculated from
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the kink variances which in turn are dominated by the multiple
scattering variance. The multiple scattering variance is momen-
tum dependent and we end up with

σRi
∼ θ0,i ∼ 1

pi
∼ 1

Ri
(8.28)

which means that there is a dependency between fitted radius
and variance. When using Equation 8.27, this correlation is ig-
nored and the resulting global radius is biased.

Since the dependency is known, this problem can be easily
solved by taking the dependency into account when solving
Equation 8.26. The resulting expression for ⟨R⟩ takes on a sim-
ilar form to the previous one, but includes additional counter
terms to unbias the variance dependency.

⟨R⟩ = ∑
R2

i

σ2
Ri

/
∑

Ri

σ2
Ri

(8.29)

The corresponding variance for the global radius can be calcu-
lated using the updated averaging formula (8.29) and uncer-
tainty propagation.

The triplets fit allows a fast direct fit of the global trajec-
tory for the case of dominating multiple scattering effects. It
achieves this by using only the local information from three hits
without significant computational complexity. This is also ben-
eficial for pattern recognition, where possible hit combination
candidates can be fit with separate triplets. Matching triplets
can be easily combined to larger trajectories.

8.5 general broken lines fit

The general broken lines fit is an extended track refit developed
by Volker Blobel and Claus Kleinwort [35, 56, 59], that takes
uncertainties from both measurements and multiple scattering
into account. It does so by linearizing the particle trajectory
around a reference trajectory and fitting a local trajectory with
corrections around the reference trajectory using a least square
method.

The general procedure of the fit as used for this study is
shown in Figure 8.5. Using a reference trajectory in the global
coordinate system the track is linearized and only small param-
eter corrections with respect to the reference trajectory are con-
sidered for the fit. Along the reference track, parameter changes
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Figure 8.5: Global and local trajectory definition for the general bro-

ken lines fit.

at one point are propagated to a following point using the trans-
port Jacobian F, i. e. ai+1 = Fiai as defined in Chapter 7. The
backward transformation, i. e. the propagation of changes at a
given point to corresponding changes at a previous point, is
given by the inverse of the corresponding forward Jacobian, i. e.
ai−1 = F−1

i−1ai.
At each measurement and intersection with a possible scat-

terer, a local coordinate system is defined. For a consistent track
model with the triplets fit discussed in Section 8.3 and Sec-
tion 8.4, the measurement plane and the scattering plane are
assumed to be identical. The local curvilinear plane anchored
at the measurement point is used with the local offset u =

(x⊥, y⊥), local slope u′ = (x′
⊥, y′

⊥), and signed inverse momen-
tum q/p as local corrections. The refitted local trajectory is de-
fined by the offsets ui at each point on the trajectory and by a
global correction to the signed inverse momentum ∆q/p.

The measurement system, e. g. the local system on a planar
pixel sensor, need not be identical with the local curvilinear
system. The residuals to the measurements are then computed
by projecting the offsets in the local system

ri = mi − Hm,i ui (8.30)
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where mi is the measured position in the measurement system
and Hm,i is the projection from the local system to the measure-
ment system.

Scattering effects are taken into account by explicitly model-
ing them as kinks in the trajectory. They are calculated by exam-
ining the slope induced by offsets from neighboring points. The
propagation Jacobian can be split up into separate components
to calculate the offset change induced by parameter changes at
a previous point.

ui+1 = Jiui + Siu
′
i + di∆q/p (8.31)

For each triplet of adjacent points ui−1, ui, ui+1, the slope at
the inner point can be calculated by inverting the propagation
equation (8.31). This can be done twice, once using the forward
propagation from the first point and once using the backward
propagation from the last point (indicated by − and +).

u′
− = S−1

−
(
ui−1 − J−ui − di∆q/p

)
(8.32)

u′
+ = S−1

+

(
ui+1 − J+ui − d+∆q/p

)
(8.33)

Consequently, the kink at the inner point can be calculated as
the slope difference before and after the inner point.

ki = u′
+ − u′

− (8.34)

The local trajectory defined by the local offsets u1, . . . , ûN

and a global curvature correction ∆q/p is fitted by minimizing
both the residuals and the possible kink angles. The expected
multiple scattering angle is of course zero, but depending on
the reference trajectory an initial kink value ki,0 can be present.
The objective function is therefore

S =
i=N

∑
i=1

rT
i Σ

−1
m,iri +

i=N−1

∑
i=2

(ki,0 + ki)
T

Σ
−1
k,i (ki,0 + ki) (8.35)

where Σm,i and Σk,i are the measurement and kink covariances.
They measurement covariance is given e. g. by the the pixel size
in a pixel detector and the kink covariance can be calculated
from multiple scattering theory.

Since the kinks depend only linearly on the offsets and on the
global curvature correction ∆q/p, the problem is now a purely
linear least square problem and the optimized trajectory can
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be found by solving the corresponding normal equations. Due
to the construction of the local trajectory, the corresponding
normal equations have a special form. They are band-diagonal
with an additional fixed size dense edge, since only three neigh-
boring offsets need to be considered for calculating a kink but
all kinks depend on the global curvature correction. The special
form allows a fast solution with a computational complexity of
only O(n) [35].

With the fitted local offsets, corrections to all local parame-
ters and corresponding covariance matrices at each point can be
computed from the original propagation equations (8.32). Since
the full covariance for the whole trajectory is readily available,
possible alignment effects, i. e. changes to the orientation of the
measurement planes, can be directly computed. This makes the
general broken lines fit an excellent starting point for track-
based alignment of tracking detectors. It was used e. g. for the
CMS experiment tracker alignment [56].

Whether the general broken lines is a suitable track model
depends on the validity of the underlying linearization, which
in turn depends on the reference trajectory. Different reference
trajectories may allow different approximations or result in dif-
ferent validity ranges.

8.6 other methods

The three track fit methods described above are only a selection
of the many methods that have been established over the last
decades.

The single helix fit and the novel triplets fit are both fast ini-
tial fits. They can operate without additional information or
a prior reference track and can be used either directly or as
an initial step for a more detailed track fit. However, both fits
assume a specific type of uncertainty to enable faster calcula-
tions. The general broken lines fit is an example for a detailed
fit that requires additional reference information but allows an
accurate treatment of both measurement and scattering uncer-
tainties. All fits discussed so far are based on the least square
formalism and are global or semi-global methods, i. e. all mea-
surements that are expected to belong to a trajectory are re-
quired as an input.
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The most prominent other track fit method is the Kalman
filter [11]. It is a recursive linear filtering technique that was
established by Billor, Frühwirth, and Regler [17, 18, 21] as a
track fitting algorithm. It is an iterative procedure that incor-
porates one measurement at a time to continuously update the
track parameter estimate. It works for arbitrary magnetic field
configurations and can incorporate different kinds of uncertain-
ties including multiple scattering and energy loss. It has been
shown in [56, 59] that the general broken lines fit is mathemati-
cally identical to a Kalman filter with a reference trajectory and
of similar computational complexity.

The Kalman filter is widely established and is currently used
as the primary track fitting algorithm by many high energy
physics experiments. One of its main features is its iterative na-
ture that allows it to add additional measurement information
without having to recompute previous steps. This is a big ad-
vantage in tracking detectors with a large number of measure-
ments per track, e. g. for the ATLAS and CMS tracking systems,
where tracks are reconstructed from an initial seed and then
propagated to subsequent measurement layers where possible
additional measurements can be selected. However, generating
an initial helical seed already requires at least three positions.
With only four available hits in the central tracker, the possi-
ble benefits from an iterative procedure for Mu3e square only
minor.

A different aspect why the general broken lines fit is cur-
rently favoured for the Mu3e experiment is the aforementioned
possible application for track-based alignment of the tracker.
The general broken lines fit was specifically designed to facil-
itate track-based alignment. Its trajectory construction enables
an easy way to calculate the effects from measurement changes
due to (mis-)alignment on the whole trajectory.

8.7 implementation

The helix and general broken lines algorithms are already es-
tablished and are used in one way or another in currently run-
ning experiments. For these algorithms, there are existing im-
plementations that are usually integrated into the reconstruc-
tion frameworks of the various experiments. The triplets fit is a
novel algorithm that has no previous implementations.
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I implemented all of the discussed fit algorithms and the nec-
essary additional tools, e. g. track propagation, geometry cal-
culations, uncertainty calculations, in a new tracking software
package called watson. It provides minimal implementations de-
signed for the requirements of the Mu3e experiment, but can
also be used for other applications. A motivation and descrip-
tion of the watson tracking library can be found in Appendix B.





9
G E N E R A L C O M PA R I S O N

Before examining the specific performance of the different fits
described in the previous chapter for the Mu3e experiment, I
want to explore the overall behaviour of the algorithms in a
more general context.

Instead of using the Mu3e configuration, which is dominated
by multiple scattering effects only, I will use a generic detector
geometry similar to a pixel detector at ATLAS or CMS. Depend-
ing on the momentum of the particles, tracking is either multi-
ple scattering or hit resolution dominated. The performance of
the different algorithms is compared with respect to their preci-
sion, possible bias, and description of parameter uncertainties.

9.1 simulation setup

My main interest is the intrinsic behaviour of the different algo-
rithms. To eliminate possible effects that could originate from
the specifics of the detector geometry, an idealized detector
setup is used.

The idealized detector geometry for the comparison is shown
in Figure 9.1. The sensitive detector layers are assumed to have
a cylindrical shape and to be aligned with the magnetic field
direction. The inner radius is 40 mm and the outer radius is
360 mm with a total of six layers with equidistant spacing. This
layout is motivated by the geometry of the barrel part of the
current ATLAS pixel detector and its possible upgrades. The
inner radius is given by the size of the beam pipe and the ra-
dius of the recently installed ATLAS Inner B-Layer [51] and the
outer radius is given by the expected radius of the pixel-strip
transition.

For simulating multiple scattering, each detector layer has an
assumed thickness of 1.5 % radiation lengths. This would cor-
respond e. g. to 1.4 mm of pure silicon or less silicon and addi-
tional support structures. This is smaller than e. g. the current
material budget of the ATLAS pixel tracker of approximately
2.5 % radiation lengths per layer and in line with the planned

87
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Figure 9.1: Idealized detector setup for a barrel-type pixel detector
with six layers similar to e. g. possible upgrades of the ATLAS
pixel detector. The left part shows the view in one quadrant of
the xy-plane and the right part shows the corresponding area
in the zr-projection. Two undisturbed example tracks with a
momentum of 1 GeV/c (upper left) and 5 GeV/c (lower right)
and the calculated propagation uncertainties due to scattering in
each layer (tiny grey bands) are shown.

material budget for future upgrades. For the purpose of this
comparison the exact composition is irrelevant and only the
effective multiple scattering effects are of interest. The hit reso-
lution along both directions along the barrel surface is assumed
to originate from a square pixel size of 50 µm.

Particle tracks are generated at the center of the coordinate
system as the nominal vertex position with a fixed charge. The
absolute momentum p and the global track angles φ and λ are
generated uniformly over the full accessible parameter space
to scan the resolution. The tracks are propagated in a uniform
magnetic field of 2 T according to the propagation equations
discussed in Chapter 7 and Appendix A.

Multiple scattering is simulated assuming thin scatterers lo-
cated at the detector layers. After propagation to the intersec-
tion with a detector layer, the global track angles are updated
by drawing kink angles from a normal distribution with zero
mean and a width calculated from multiple scattering theory
as discussed in Section 7.4.2. Hit positions are simulated by
smearing the nominal position at the intersections with noise
drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and a width
corresponding to the simulated pixel size.
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A layout with equidistant layers was simulated. A layout
with double layers would be favored for multiple scattering
dominated tracks due to the larger available propagation path
that allows a better curvature measurement. It would also be
better from a pattern recognition point of view. The short dis-
tance between the two elements of each double layer reduces
the number of possible combinations that need to be consid-
ered when searching for a track.

However, the equidistant layout is much easier to understand
since it only involves a single scale, i.e. the ratio of projected po-
sition uncertainty induced by multiple scattering and the single
hit measurement uncertainty. It also coincides with the current
ATLAS geometry.
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Figure 9.2: Propagated position uncertainty along a helical trajectory
for 1 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c tracks after traversal of a simulated de-
tector layer. The initial uncertainties at zero propagation length
are due to hit uncertainties and multiple scattering. The initial
uncertainty corresponds to the expected position and scattering
uncertainies after traversing a layer of the idealized detector ge-
ometry.

The simulated momentum range is 1 GeV/c to 5 GeV/c. This
range comprises both scattering and hit resolution dominated
tracks. This is illustrated in Figure 9.2, where the propagated
uncertainty of the curvilinear offset x⊥ after traversal of a
simulated detector layer is shown for different momenta. The
maximum propagation distance of 60 mm corresponds to the
radial distance between two simulated detector layers. The
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effects from the hit resolution stay constant along the track,
whereas the propagated multiple scattering effects increase
with the propagation distance. In combination with the mo-
mentum dependence, multiple scattering effects dominate the
1 GeV/c tracks, but are very small at 5 GeV/c tracks for the
chosen geometry.

9.2 reconstruction setup

The performance of the track fits is measured by comparing the
reconstructed track parameters with the simulated true parame-
ters. For a consistent comparison, all fitted parameters and their
uncertainties are converted to curvilinear parameters. For track-
ing at the LHC, the reference position would usually be the
nominal vertex position. This involves additional effects due
to the propagation from the last measurement layer to the ver-
tex, which might obscure the behaviour of the track fits. For
the later comparison for the Mu3e geometry, no nominal vertex
position exists. Instead, the vertices would be spread out over a
large area and the propagation length from the inner-most layer
to the nominal vertex would vary. For a consistent comparison,
the inner-most simulated hit is used as a reference position.

When using the single helix or the triplets fit, the hit posi-
tions in the global Cartesian coordinate system are used as in-
puts. The general broken lines fit requires a reference trajectory
to compute the local trajectory system and the relative orienta-
tion of the measurement system. At each hit position, the tan-
gent plane to the cylinder surface is used to define a virtual
measurement plane. The local trajectory point is defined at the
intersection of the reference trajectory and the virtual measure-
ment plane. This allows the computation of the projection from
the local trajectory system to the measurement system using
their relative rotation matrices.

The resulting parameter residuals are in general normally
distributed, as expected from the simulation setup. The width
of the distribution is a measure of the parameter resolution and
the deviation of the distribution mean from zero is a measure
for a possible bias. The sample standard deviation of the resid-
ual distribution, i. e. the square root of the distribution vari-
ance, is used to describe the width of the distribution and thus
the resolution. Since possible non-Gaussian contributions to the
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residuals would also affect the standard deviation, it is a conser-
vative measure of the parameter resolution. If the fitted track
model and the uncertainties are consistent, then the residual
variances should be described by the fit uncertainties. The nor-
malized residual distribution or pull, i. e. the residuals divided
by the fit error, should follow a standard normal distribution.

9.3 triplets fit

The triplets fit is a novel type of track fit that has only been
recently put forward in [75, 80]. On the contrary, the single he-
lix fit and its possible variations have been established as track
fitting algorithms for many decades. It is imperative to closely
examine the triplets fits’ behaviour before comparing its perfor-
mance to the other track fits discussed in Chapter 8. Here, I will
investigate the differences between the possible variations of
the triplets fit itself and discuss its general behaviour. Two pos-
sible types of variations exist: inclusion or omission of hit un-
certainties as contributions to the kink variance at each triplet
and the use of different averaging methods for the triplets com-
bination.

The fit parameters of the triplets fit are the radius and the
direction angles. The radius is the only global trajectory param-
eter, i. e. it is defined over the whole trajectory. The direction
angles are defined locally, i. e. at a given hit position or with
respect to a single triplet. Consequently, the parameters are af-
fected differently when changing the triplets fit algorithm.

The effect on the reconstructed momentum1 can be seen in 1 Radius and
absolute momentum
differ only by a
magnetic field
factor.

Figure 9.3, where the resolution, bias, and pull is shown for
different triplets fit variations. At low momenta all triplets fits
yield consistent results, with no significant bias and a pull
width of one. As seen in the top plot, the width of the relative
residual distributions is not affected by different triplets fits,
whether only the multiple scattering uncertainties (mean and
counter) or also the hit uncertainties (counter with hit uncer-
tainties) are considered. Only very minor differences can be
seen above 4 GeV/c.

Deviations are visible for the fit bias and the pull distribution
width in the bottom two plots. The triplets fit without hit uncer-
tainties using a simple arithmetic mean to combine triplet radii
has an increasing fit bias for higher momenta and an increas-
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Figure 9.3: Absolute momentum fit performance using different
triplets fit configurations for an ATLAS-like geometry. The
triplets fit is performed using only multiple scattering uncer-
tainties with (Counter) or without (Mean) a counter-term in the
averaging procedure or including the hit uncertainties (Counter
with Hit Uncertainty). From top to bottom: relative resolution,
bias, normalized residuals (pull). Tracks with fixed dip angle of
λ = 20° are used.

ing pull width above unity, i. e. it underestimates the momen-
tum and the associated fit uncertainty. This is the result of two
effects: first, the resulting radius weights are momentum de-
pendent2 and second, hit uncertainties contribute significantly2 As discussed in

Section 8.4 at high momenta as shown in Figure 9.2. The first effect can
be reduced by combining triplets using the averaging method
with counter term. This removes the bias, but does not change
the pull.

Introducing the hit uncertainties as additional contributions
to the kink uncertainty normalizes the pull width for the direc-
tion angles. This will be discussed in detail in Section 9.5. How-
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ever, it introduces an additional bias for the momentum resolu-
tion at higher momenta where the hit uncertainties significantly
contribute to the kink uncertainty. For a single triplet, the fit in-
troduces an artificial kink due to position mismeasurement by
changing radius. Since the triplets fit only considers three hits
at a time, long range correlations due to the undisturbed heli-
cal propagation are effectively ignored and the global radius or
momentum is underestimated. This can also be seen in the mo-
mentum pull width that is below one for this configuration. The
momentum uncertainty is increasingly overestimated since the
hit uncertainty contributes fully to each triplet without taking
into account hit correlations between triplets.
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Figure 9.4: χ2 probability distributions for different single triplet and
triplets configurations. Both plots use a fixed momentum with
1 GeV/c (upper plot) and 5 GeV/c (lower plot).

The non-vanishing bias and the under- or overestimation of
the fitted momentum uncertainty are a result of the triplets
combination and not of inconsistencies in the separate triplets.
Each triplet, when considered in isolation and including hit un-
certainties, results in a consistent track description. Biases occur
only when multiple triplets are stitched together into a com-
bined trajectory.
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This can be seen when considering the fit quality of the differ-
ent fit variations is examined. With a consistent fit model, the
value of the objective function for the fit result is distributed
according to a χ2 distribution and the distribution of result-
ing probabilities should be flat. The χ2 probability distributions
for different triplets fits using two different fixed momenta are
shown in Figure 9.4. A flat distribution is only achieved when
considering a single triplet1 with hit uncertainties included. All1 Here: the first

triplet. other methods show significant deviations from a flat distri-
bution. Using the triplets combination with counter term and
including hit uncertainties yields the distribution closest to a
flat one for the full trajectory fit. This is most prominent for the
5 GeV/c tracks where hit uncertainties are significant. The be-
haviour is reasonable because the triplets fit assumes negligible
hit uncertainties.

It should be noted that the discrepancies arise in a region
where the tracks are not multiple scattering dominated any-
more and have very low curvature. Thus, the initial assump-
tions of the triplets fit are not given. For consistency, I will use
the triplets fit with hit uncertainties for the rest of this chapter.

9.4 general broken lines fit reference trajectory

Since the general broken lines fit only considers small local
changes along the track, it requires prior knowledge of the tra-
jectory. Both the results from the single helix fit and the triplets
fit can be used to provide such a reference trajectory.

In the case of the helix fit, the input trajectory contains large
initial measurement residuals between the fitted helix and the
hit positions but no initial kinks. The fit will then optimize the
measurement residuals by introducing kinks in the local trajec-
tory.

When using the triplets fit to provide the reference trajectory
the situation is reversed. The input trajectory has vanishing
measurement residuals by virtue of the triplets construction,
but large initial kinks at all inner points. The fit will then re-
duce the initial kinks by introducing additional measurement
residuals.

Ideally, the fit should converge to the same answer regardless
of the input trajectory. The effects on the absolute momentum
resolution and bias are shown in Figure 9.5. While the width of
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Figure 9.5: Momentum resolution and bias for the general broken
lines fit using either the helix fit or the triplets fit with counter
term and and hit uncertainties as a reference trajectory.

the residual distribution shows no significant variation between
the different input trajectories, there is a difference with respect
to the fit bias. Using the triplets fit as a reference results in a
momentum bias of up to 0.6 %. This is a remnant of the bias in
the initial triplets trajectory discussed in the previous section;
it cannot be completely eliminated, but is reduced compared to
the maximum triplets fit bias of 1 %. One also needs to take into
account that for the triplets fit with hit uncertainties, the initial
kinks in the trajectory are likely to be overestimated. The gen-
eral broken lines fit needs to amend both the initial momentum
bias and the kink overestimation.

Both variants show a constant pull of 1 over the whole mo-
mentum range (pull distributions not shown). Other parame-
ters besides the absolute momentum resolution are not affected
by the bias and corresponding examples plots can be found in
Appendix C. They will be discussed when comparing the dif-
ferent track fits in the following. In light of these results, the
general broken lines will be shown with the helix fit as a refer-
ence trajectory for the rest of this chapter.
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9.5 resolution

After discussing the variants of the triplets and general bro-
ken lines fits and choosing the respective relevant version, the
resolution of the three different fit models — triplets fit, helix
fit and general broken lines fit — can now be compared. The
resolution of the absolute momentum and the two direction an-
gles is shown in Figure 9.6 as a function of the momentum for
tracks with a fixed dip angle. The dip angle is kept constant to
reduce the spread of multiple scattering effects due to different
effective material thicknesses.
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Figure 9.6: Momentum and angular resolution for the different track-
fits over the simulated momentum range for a fixed dip angle of
λ = 20°

As expected, the general broken lines fit gives the best reso-
lution over the whole momentum range since it takes into ac-
count all relevant sources of uncertainty in its track model. For
lower momenta and dominating multiple scattering, the triplets
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fit works almost as well as the general broken lines fit and pro-
vides virtually identical performance. The single helix fit shows
a better resolution than the triplets fit at higher momentum and
consequently dominating hit uncertainty and there is a clear
crossover visible between the two regimes. For the (relative) mo-
mentum resolution the transition region lies around 2.5 GeV/c,
for the azimuth angle resolution around 3 GeV/c, and for the
dip angle only at about 5 GeV/c.

There are, however, qualitative differences in how the triplets
and the single helix fit scale when they operate outside their
designed uncertainty regimes. The helix fit has significantly
higher deviation from the general broken lines fit, especially
when looking at the global track angles.

The momentum scale where the transition occurs is a result
of the chosen detector configuration and not intrinsic to the
algorithms. Increasing the material budget increases multiple
scattering and moves the transition to higher momenta. The
same effect can be seen for increasing dip angles, i. e. more for-
ward tracks, where the amount of material traversed by a track
increases by a factor of 1/ cos λ and consequently multiple scat-
tering becomes more important. Increasing the pixel size and
reducing the detector resolution has the opposite effect, but the
sensitivity for these changes are higher in the transverse plane
than along the longitudinal direction.

In addition to the momentum and direction resolution, the
position resolution at the inner hit must be considered. The res-
olution for the two curvilinear position parameters is shown
in Figure 9.7. The general ordering among the different algo-
rithms is similar to the momentum parameters described above,
but the quantitative effects are different.

The triplets fit has a constant position resolution over the
whole momentum range. Since the triplets fit does not con-
sider position changes, the position resolution is fully deter-
mined by the detector resolution which is of course indepen-
dent of the momentum. The difference in resolution between
the two directions is due to the dip angle, i. e. the relative an-
gle between the V̂ unit vector and the longitudinal measure-
ment axis Ẑ of the measurement layer. The resulting position
resolution is consistent with the pixel size and the orientation
of the curvilinear plane with respect to the measurement sur-
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Figure 9.7: Position resolution for different trackfits over the simu-
lated momentum range and a fixed dip angle of λ = 20°.

face, i. e. σx⊥
≈ 15 µm ≈ 50/

√
12 µm and σy⊥
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50/

√
12/ cos λµm.

The general broken lines fit resolution is also dominated by
the detector resolution. Only at higher momenta can the fit take
advantage of the additional measurements and improve the po-
sition resolution below the detector resolution. However, the
effects are very small.

The helix fit has a significantly worse resolution than the
other two algorithms when multiple scattering is dominating
and the resolution improves with increasing momentum. Espe-
cially the longitudinal position resolution is always at least a
factor of 1.5 less than the other fits. The helix fit result is influ-
enced by all measurements and includes multiple scattering ef-
fects between all later measurements. Due to the split between
the circular and linear fit (compare Section 8.2) for this single
helix fit, possible correlations can not be taken into account.

9.6 bias and pulls

In addition to the resolution, an unbiased estimation and a cor-
rect uncertainty description are important performance metrics
to characterize a fit algorithm. The fit bias for the momentum
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Figure 9.8: Mean value of the momentum and angles residual dis-
tribution for different track fits over the simulated momentum
range.

parameters with different track fits is shown in Figure 9.8. Both
the helix fit and the general broken lines fit are unbiased, i. e.
they show no significant deviation of the mean of the residual
distributions from zero. The absolute momentum bias of the
triplets fit that was previously discussed in Section 9.3 can be
clearly seen. There is a small bias visible for the azimuth an-
gle φ result of the triplets fit. At a scale below 0.05 mrad it is
an order of magnitude below the corresponding resolution of
0.5 mrad shown in Figure 9.6.

The results for the position parameters for all fit algorithms
show no significant bias over the whole momentum range and
can be found in Appendix C.

The width of the corresponding pull distributions are shown
in Figure 9.9. The general broken lines fit provides a correct
error description with a pull width of one for all parameters
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Figure 9.9: Pull widths for the momentum and angles residuals for
different trackfits over the simulated momentum range. The
triplets fit in the bottom plot is hidden by the general broken
lines graph.

while the helix fit shows significant deviations. The triplets fit
pull is one for the dip angle angle λ and shows only small
deviations from one for the azimuth angle φ. The triplets pull
for the absolute momentum exhibits the departure from a unit
pull width previously discussed in Section 9.3. The good de-
scription of the triplet fit’s uncertainties results from taking the
hit uncertainties into account. Without them, the uncertainties
would be underestimated and the pull width would be signif-
icantly above one. It shows that the triplets fit still gives a rea-
sonable result for the track direction even in a region where hit
uncertainties are a substantial contribution to the overall track
uncertainties.

A similar picture emerges for the pull width with respect
to the position resolution shown in Figure 9.10. Both general
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Figure 9.10: Pull distribution widths for the position residuals for dif-
ferent trackfits over the simulated momentum range. The triplets
result is hidden by the general broken lines graph.

broken lines and triplets fit display an excellent description of
the fit uncertainties with unity pull widths over the whole mo-
mentum range. For the triplets fit this follows directly from its
construction, since the position resolution is fully determined
by the hit resolution of the detector. The helix pulls decrease
with increasing momentum and are again above unity, since
the fit ignores multiple scattering effects and therefore underes-
timates the resulting fit uncertainties.

9.7 summary

For the ATLAS-like detector configuration, the general broken
lines fit consistently yields the best results, both in terms of
parameter resolution and by providing a consistent uncertainty
description. This does not come as a surprise as it is the only fit
that uses an extended track model where different uncertainties
enter.

The single helix track fit as implemented here, is viable only
at higher momenta and where hit uncertainties are dominant. It
should be noted that the different track parameters show differ-
ent behaviour. While the momentum resolution is competitive
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already at lower momenta, the direction resolution is signifi-
cantly worse. This is consistent with the fact that the curvature
is a global parameter that is defined over the whole trajectory,
while e. g. the direction angles are strongly influenced by local
effects. Since the position uncertainty is the only considered un-
certainty, the error description is inconsistent in the considered
momentum range.

The triplets fit is designed for the opposite regime. It works
well at low momenta where multiple scattering is dominating.
When considering also the hit uncertainties, it yields a suffi-
cient uncertainty description even in regions where multiple
scattering is not the dominating source of errors. While the mo-
mentum estimate shows significant bias at higher momenta, the
direction angles bias is still negligible.
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P E R F O R M A N C E F O R T H E M U 3 E E X P E R I M E N T

In the previous chapter, the behaviour of the different track fits
was evaluated in settings that were either multiple scattering
or hit uncertainty limited. This was done using a simplified
detector geometry typical for a collider experiment such as the
ATLAS barrel pixel detector.

In this chapter, I compare the performance of the different
track fits specifically for the Mu3e detector geometry. In con-
trast to the previous chapter, this setup is multiple scattering
dominated over the whole parameter range even though the
material budget per layer is only 0.1 % radiation length. In ad-
dition, all tracks have a large curvature. To accommodate the
unique Mu3e detector setup described in Chapter 3, two differ-
ent situations need to be considered: the case where only short
tracks in the central detector are reconstructed and the case
where long recurling tracks that return back to the outer layers
are examined. The former case is related for online reconstruc-
tion while the latter is related to the full offline analysis.

10.1 simulation setup

The general simulation procedure and its implementation is
identical to the system previously described in Section 9.1. Dif-
ferences are the result of the change in detector geometry and
material budget. Four layers of cylindrical sensors are simu-
lated with radii of 22 mm, 28 mm, 70 mm and 78 mm. The val-
ues are consistent with the mean layer radii of the central Mu3e
pixel tracker discussed in Chapter 3. Multiple scattering at each
layer was simulated with a thickness of 0.1 % radiation lengths.
The hit resolution was simulated by Gaussian smearing equiv-
alent to a square pixel geometry with a pixel pitch of 80 µm.

Single tracks are again generated at the center of the coordi-
nate system with in the allowed momentum range of 15 MeV/c
to 55 MeV/c with a fixed charge and a fixed dip angle. They
are propagated in a constant magnetic field of 1 T along a full
turn, i.e. until the have curled back in the magnetic field and

103
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have been measured again in the outer layers. Tracks that do
not reach the fourth layer, e.g. due to low transverse momen-
tum, are not considered. For the selected tracks either the short
part with four hits in the central detector or the full tracks are
fitted.

In the experiment the tracks vertices would be distributed
over the target area and would only very rarely originate from
the origin. However, this mostly affects the propagation dis-
tance from the innermost hit back to the vertex and not the
reconstruction in the detector.

10.2 short tracks

Figure 10.1: Idealized simulation setup for the central Mu3e tracker
with three tracks from a signal decay including only the out-
going part of the trajectory. The red path shows the idealized
trajectory and the grey bands indicate the multiple scattering in-
duced along the path. The left part shows the projection in the
xy-plane and the right part shows the tracks in the zr-projection.

A example signal event with three decay electrons can be
seen in Figure 10.1 where the uncertainty induced by multiple
scattering is shown as grey bands. The lower left track has the
maximum momentum of 53 MeV/c. For the Mu3e setup, mul-
tiple scattering is clearly the dominating effect; even for the
highest momentum track, the uncertainty induced by multiple
scattering is significant and visible in the global system. In con-
trast to the previous generic setup discussed in Chapter 9, all
tracks have a large curvature.
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Figure 10.2: Momentum parameters resolution for different algo-
rithms for short tracks with four hits in the central detector. The
dip angles λ is fixed at 20°.

The momentum resolution for a sample configuration with a
fixed dip angle of 20° is shown in Figure 10.2. For the outgoing
tracks the results look similar to the low momentum limit of
the general comparison discussed in the previous chapter. The
general broken lines fit provides the best performance over the
whole momentum range. The triplets fit shows identical perfor-
mance for lower momenta with a very small change at higher
momenta compared to the general broken lines fit. The helix
fit is consistently worse than all other algorithms. However, the
differences effect only the global track angles and not the abso-
lute momentum resolution.

At higher momenta above 35 MeV/c all algorithms show the
same relative momentum resolution. Due to the detector geom-
etry the propagation length is short compared to the trajectory
radius.1 A possible curvature of the track has very little effect 1 Corresponding to

a small propagation
angle
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for the short distances inside each double layer and the mo-
mentum is almost completely determined by the longer propa-
gation between the two double layers.

The resolution of the global track angles at the inner-most
hit position is dominated not by multiple scattering, but by the
pixel size as a result of the short propagation distance. Both the
triplets fit and the general broken lines fit only use the local
information to determine its value and are not affected by the
multiple scattering at later positions. Consequently, the result-
ing resolution is constant for the triplets fit and almost constant
for the general broken lines fit over the full momentum range.
The small resolution at higher momenta means that the gen-
eral broken lines fit can use additional information from later
positions to constrain the direction if the uncertainties allow it.
This is not true for the helix fit, where the track angles are influ-
enced by uncertainties at all measurement positions and have a
diminished resolution compared to the other fits.

In contrast to the previous chapter, the resolution for the gen-
eral broken lines fit shown in Figure 10.2 uses the triplets fit as
a reference trajectory. When considering only the short tracks,
the choice of reference trajectory1 has little effect on the general1 Single Helix or

Triplets. broken lines fit result. However, this will change when consid-
ering long recurling tracks. Since the Mu3e experiment also in-
tends to use the triplets track fit as a fast online track fit, it is
here chosen as the reference trajectory. All fits show no signifi-
cant bias over the whole momentum range (compare figures in
Appendix C).

The pull distributions for the momentum parameters are
shown in Figure 10.3. Again as expected, the triplets fit and
the general broken lines fit give a good error description with
consistent pull values of one over the whole momentum range.
The helix fit significantly underestimates the parameter errors
since it does not include multiple scattering effects.

When considering outgoing tracks in the Mu3e geometry,
both the triplets fit and the general broken lines fit can recon-
struct the trajectory with comparable resolution and a correct
description of the associated uncertainties. Small improvements
are possible for the global track angles when using the general
broken lines fit, but at the expense of a computational complex-
ity. The behaviour of the position resolution is identical to the
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Figure 10.3: Momentum parameters pull distribution widths for dif-
ferent algorithms for short tracks with four hits in the central
detector. The dip angle λ is fixed at 20°.

behaviour for the global track angles and can be found in Ap-
pendix C.

Although all resolutions have been shown for a fixed dip
angle, the behaviour does not change qualitatively when the
dip angle is changed. A higher dip angle increases the effective
layer thickness traversed by the track by a factor of 1/ cos λ.
This means that the multiple scattering effects increase by a fac-
tor of 1/

√
cos λ as discussed in Section 7.4.2. Conversely, the

effective hit resolution also scales down by the same factor of
1/ cos λ due to the projection from the cylinder surfaces to the
curvilinear plane. With a maximum dip angle acceptance of
60°, the possible changes are of the order of 1/2. This shifts the
resolution curves to higher momenta but does not change the
overall picture.
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10.3 long tracks

For long, recurling tracks the geometry stays the same, but
tracks are propagated through the magnetic field back to the
outer layers after they have passed the central detector. The
are called recurlers, since they curl back to the detector. De-
pending on the momentum along the magnetic field axis, i. e.
pl ∼ sin λ, they return either back to the central detector or to
one of the upstream and downstream stations, the so-called re-
curl stations. In the real detector geometry, the recurl stations
are separate detectors at the same radii as the outer layers of
the central detector but separated by a gap along the beam axis.
However, this only affects the geometric acceptance and not
the parameter resolution itself. In the idealized geometry, the
recurl stations are simulated by extending the outer layers of
the central detector without a separating gap.

Figure 10.4: Idealized simulation setup for the Mu3e tracker including
long recurling tracks. Three tracks with momenta of 18 GeV/c,
30 GeV/c and 40 GeV/c and an dip angles of 15° are shown. The
grey bands are generated from additional tracks with scattered
direction angles according to the expected multiple scattering
distribution at the previous layer. The arrows mark the half-circle
propagation. The left part shows the xy-projection and the right
part show the zr-projection.

Example trajectories for long, recurling tracks and the associ-
ated uncertainties due to multiple scattering are shown in Fig-
ure 10.4. The overall trajectory setup is now quite different from
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all previous setups. The longest part of the particle trajectory is
the free propagation in the magnetic field and the trajectory
traverses the tracker only at the beginning and at the end.

The long propagation path entails that tracks with a suffi-
ciently large transverse radius perform more than a half-circle
turn in the magnetic field. This circular path means that, unlike
for the ATLAS-like and the central Mu3e detector, multiple scat-
tering effects influence the transverse and the longitudinal un-
certainties differently. A half-circle track will traverse the same
position when it returns, regardless of initial direction changes,
and the offset uncertainties induced by multiple scattering van-
ish. In principle this is only exactly true for transverse tracks,
but the effect can also be seen for the example trajectories in
Figure 10.4. The grey bands that visualize the scattering uncer-
tainties grow along the trajectory until a quarter turn, i. e. a
propagation angle of π/2, is reached and decreases to become
minimal for a propagation angle of π.
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Figure 10.5: Propagated offset uncertainty along the two curvilinear
offset directions as a function of the propagation angle. The un-
certainties are shown for a 30 MeV/c track with vanishing dip
angle λ = 0°. The initial uncertainties are equivalent to the uncer-
tainties after traversing a single Mu3e detector layer. The offset
uncertainty (dotted green line) is around 30 µm and therefore
only barely visible.

The expected uncertainty along the trajectory path is shown
in Figure 10.5 for a track with a vanishing dip angle. It is imme-
diately clear that uncertainties are dominated by multiple scat-
tering effects since the hit uncertainty contributions are barely
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visible. The transverse offset uncertainty vanishes at a propa-
gation angle of π. The longitudinal uncertainty shows no such
behavior and increases linearly with the propagation angle.
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Figure 10.6: Momentum parameters resolution for the different track-
fits over the simulated momentum range using long tracks with
six hits and a fixed dip angle of λ = 20°. The two general broken
lines fit result in the same λ resolution; the green line is hidden.

This results in an unfamiliar behaviour of the resulting fit
resolution as shown in Figure 10.6 for the different algorithms.
Overall the momentum resolution is significantly improved
compared to the previous case where only the outgoing tra-
jectories in the central detector were considered as a result
of the large propagation length. The worst-case momentum
resolution of the general broken lines fit is 1.6 % compared to
the best resolution of 2.3 % for short tracks.

All track fits show a similar general behaviour with respect
to the momentum resolution. For high momentum above
30 GeV/c, the resolution is constant or almost constant. For
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lower momenta, the resolution rapidly improves to reach a
momentum resolution of 0.2 % around 18 GeV/c.
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Figure 10.7: Relative momentum resolution for the triplets fit over the
simulated momentum range for long tracks with six hits and
different fixed dip angles.

The optimal resolution results from the previously described
geometrical effect, where the projected track circle in the trans-
verse plane is equivalent to a half-turn with a propagation an-
gle of π. This corresponds to the case of lowest momentum
tracks in Figure 10.4. At this point, scattering in the last layer
has almost no influence on the expected propagated position
in the transverse plane and the resolution is determined only
by pixel resolution. This is of course dependent not only on
the momentum but also on the dip angle λ. The optimal res-
olution point increases with the dip angle since the larger dip
angle must be offset by a larger momentum to result in the
same transverse radius. Figure 10.7, where the momentum res-
olution of the triplets fit is shown for different fixed values of
the simulated λ angle. Since the Mu3e track directions are al-
most isotropic, the average resolution over the full phase space
is greatly reduced.

While the momentum resolution is significantly changed, the
resolution of the angular parameters is comparable to the pre-
vious section where only the tracks in the central detector were
considered. The angular resolution of the triplets fit remains
almost constant at 5 mrad over the momentum range, while
the general broken lines fit can improve slightly for larger mo-
menta. While the large free propagation path of the track al-
lows a refined measurement of the track momentum, a global
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parameter, the direction resolution is still determined by the
local effects at the inner-most hit.

For the short tracks in the central detector, the choice of ref-
erence trajectory had no influence of the general broken lines
result. This is no longer the case for the long tracks, where
clear differences between the general broken lines fits are vis-
ible. With the single helix reference, the initial trajectory is a
good approximation along the long free path and the absolute
momentum estimate is sufficient. Using the helix fit as a refer-
ence results in a better momentum resolution. However, the sin-
gle helix trajectory deviates further from the measured points
at the inner layer. The initial direction estimate deviates and
the linearized correction from the general broken lines fit can
not compensate the initial difference. As a result, the angular
resolution is better when using the triplets fit as reference.

For momenta below 18 MeV/c, i. e. where the tracks propa-
gate less than a half-turn, the helix fit momentum resolution
is slightly better than the triplets resolution. At these low
momenta, the tracks have a very high incidence angle on the
detector surfaces. The estimated multiple scattering variances
are very sensitive to the track direction since small direction
changes lead to changes of the effective path length in the
scattering medium. This influences the triplets fit and not the
helix fit since it only considers position uncertainties. The
behaviour of the reference triplets also affects the subsequent
general broken lines fit.

The main difficulty for the general broken lines fit is the
linearized propagation along the large helix. To visualize the
challenge, the propagated curvilinear offset along the helix tra-
jectory is shown in Figure 10.8. This shows how changes of
the direction and momentum at an initial position propagate
along the reference trajectory. Already small changes lead to
position changes of the order of 2 mm to 3 mm, large compared
to the pixel size of 80 µm. With these large changes, the initial
assumption of small changes around a reference trajectory, are
not necessarily satisfied. The linearized local trajectory around
the reference is valid only for a very small region of possible pa-
rameter changes. This can be seen e.g. in the fact that the final
general broken lines result depends on the reference trajectory.
For larger momenta, the difference in momentum resolution
between the two general broken line fits corresponds roughly
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Figure 10.8: Propagated curvilinear offset x⊥ for a 30 MeV/c track
with a dip angle of λ = 45°. The initial curvilinear slope change
is 10 mrad and the relative initial momentum change is 1 %. The
initial changes are propagated using the helix propagator (solid
line) and the corresponding helix Jacobian (dashed line).

to the difference in resolution between the reference trajecto-
ries. If the linearization would be sufficient, the two separate
fits should converge. However, in both cases the general bro-
ken lines fit is still able to achieve a modest improvement in
resolution.

Possible fit biases are small compared to the resolution and
are shown in Figure 10.9. The lambda bias for the helix fit is
due to the separation into circle and linear fit. The circle fit
in the transverse plane benefits from the half-turn effects but
possible correlations with the longitudinal fit including the λ

determination are ignored.
A correct description of the fit uncertainties requires a cor-

rect track model. As discussed previously for the resolution
result, this is probably not the case when using the general
broken lines fit to reconstruct the long tracks. This can also be
seen when considering the momentum parameter pull widths
shown in Figure 10.10. The track angles are well described by
both the triplets fit and the general broken lines fit when us-
ing the triplets fit as a reference. The deviation of the general
broken lines fit with helix reference at low momenta coincides
with the lower resolution shown in Figure 10.6. Here, the helix
reference is not a good linearization point at the inner-most hit
position.
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Figure 10.9: Fit bias for the momentum parameters and different
trackfits over the simulated momentum range for long tracks
with six hits. The dip angle is fixed at λ = 20°.

Only the triplets fit gives a reasonable momentum pull width
close to unity. It is not as good as for the short tracks shown
in Figure 10.3. It should be noted that the triplets fit is also lin-
earized. The half-circle configuration could be a situation where
this ansatz has only a limited validity range. The general bro-
ken lines fit shows a pull width around two. This is consistent
with a break down of the linearization, where the linearized lo-
cal trajectory underestimates the parameter changes and conse-
quently underestimates the fit uncertainty. All track fits variate
at the half-turn configuration, where the largest non-linearities
are expected. It is clear that this configuration with long recurl-
ing paths remains challenging for all evaluated algorithms.

Due to the large effects from multiple scattering, the position
resolution is essentially determined by the hit resolution at the
detector layer, i.e. the inner-most layer for this case. It is not
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Figure 10.10: Width of the pull distributions for the momentum pa-
rameters using different trackfits as a function of the momentum
for long tracks with six hits. The dip angle is fixed at λ = 20°.

affected by the large propagation paths of the recurling tracks
further along the trajectory. This can be seen in Figure 10.11

where the position resolution at the inner-most hit is shown for
all algorithms. The triplets fit shows the expected constant reso-
lution over the whole momentum range that is consistent with
the pixel pitch σx⊥

≈ 23 µm ≈ 80/
√

12 µm. Corrections to the
curvature or to the track directions play only a limited role for
the inner-most position and consequently the general broken
lines fit displays only very little improvement. Since only the
local information is relevant, the general broken lines result is
also independent of its reference trajectory. The helix position
resolution is severely limited with an up to four times decrease
compared to the triplets and general broken lines fit. The un-
certainties are again well described by all algorithms except the
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Figure 10.11: Position resolution for the different trackfits for long
tracks with six hits and a fixed dip angle of λ = 20°. The triplets
and general broken lines resolutions are almost identical.

helix fit and the corresponding pull width plot can be found in
Appendix C.

10.4 conclusions

The Mu3e detector uses a distinct tracking setup that opens
up previously unexplored challenges for track reconstruction.
Large curvatures, dominant multiple scattering uncertainties
and recurling tracks with long propagation paths are the prob-
lems that need to be solved.

I investigated three different fit algorithms, in order to de-
termine their viability for track reconstruction with the Mu3e
experiment.

The novel triplets fit works well, both for short and for long
recurling tracks. While it is based on a simplified track model
that assumes negligible position uncertainties, it provides a pa-
rameter resolution that is comparable or even on-par to the ex-
tended general broken lines fit. In addition, it provides a good
error description even for the case of long, recurling tracks. It
is excellently suited for the Mu3e experiment and is foreseen to
be used for the fast online track reconstruction.
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The single helix fit yields only mediocre resolution in the rel-
evant regimes and is not a good option for multiple scattering
dominated track fitting.

The general broken lines fit is an extended track fit that mod-
els both hit uncertainties and multiple scattering. It achieves
the highest resolution for both short and long tracks and can
improve the momentum resolution by up to 20 % compared
to the triplets fit. However, problems occur with the error de-
scription for recurlers, due to the large propagation length and
possible non-linearities. While there are areas of possible im-
provements, the general broken lines fit is a good candidate for
precise offline reconstruction.

Using long, recurling tracks allows for a significant enhance-
ment in momentum resolution. Yet, the possible non-linearities
due to the large propagation length can not be easily avoided
and render a consistent error description challenging. Addi-
tional effort is required to fully understand this problem. It will
be interesting to see if and how other advanced track fits, e. g.
a Kalman filter, would perform at the same task.





11
S U M M A RY, C O N C L U S I O N , A N D O U T L O O K

The Mu3e experiment is a precision experiment searching for
the charged lepton flavour violating decay µ

+ → e
+
e
−
e
+. It is

theoretically allowed in the Standard Model via neutrino mix-
ing in loop diagrams, but it is suppressed far beyond any exper-
imentally accessible branching ratios. Any measurement of the
µ
+ → e

+
e
−
e
+ process is thus a clear indicator for new physics.

The Mu3e experiment aims for a sensitivity of better than
1 in 1016 decays. This requires a large number of decays of
low energy muons to be reconstructed. In order to separate
the expected signal and possible backgrounds, an excellent res-
olution with respect to momentum, vertex position, and timing
is required. A novel detector technology, high voltage mono-
lithic active pixel sensors (HV-MAPS), shall enable a low-mass
tracker with high-rate capabilities. Besides, algorithms for fast
online reconstruction to filter events of interest as well as pre-
cise offline analysis are essential for the success of the project.

In this work, I investigated the characteristics of small-scale
prototype sensors — the first HV-CMOS chips with fast digi-
tal readout — in test beam measurements. In addition, I im-
plemented three types of tracking algorithms, compared their
performance and tested the suitability for the Mu3e tracker ge-
ometry.

11.1 pixel sensor prototypes

To reach the projected sensitivity, a high number of decay elec-
trons need to be reconstructed. This in turn requires a high par-
ticle rate to acquire the necessary statistics in reasonable time.
A highly segmented detector is needed to handle the expected
occupancies. Silicon pixel sensors can provide the necessary po-
sition resolution and timing.

The low momentum of the decay electrons results in tracking
uncertainties that are dominated by multiple scattering effects.
Existing hybrid pixel sensors have a material budget that is too
large for the Mu3e experiment. High voltage monolithic active
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pixel sensors are a novel sensor technology that enables fast
and thin tracking detectors.

This work reports on the first extensive test beam mea-
surements with high voltage monolithic active pixel sensor
prototypes. After the integration of the existing MuPix readout
system into the EUDET telescope setup, data was taken at the
DESY testbeam facilities. Postprocessing involved telescope
track reconstruction, telescope alignment, and subsequent
matching of reconstructed tracks to possible hits of the MuPix
sensor. Measurement evaluation was successful despite an
unwanted strixel feature of the MuPix4 prototype. The sensor
showed very little clustering consistent with a thin active de-
pletion zone and the large pixel pitch. The position resolution
was consistent with the pixel pitch.

The pixel sensor efficiency depends on the applied bias volt-
age and threshold and efficiencies above 99 % were reached.
The sensor prototype responded to variations in threshold and
bias voltage as expected. The efficiency plateau was not visible
due to readout problems, as few noisy pixels limited lowering
of the threshold. The few noisy pixels could not be reduced fur-
ther with the given hardware setup at the early stage of sensor
development. Unfortunately, the telescope trigger and readout
scheme prevented corresponding noise measurements. How-
ever, several tests in the laboratory showed a sufficient signal-
over-noise ratio.

This first in depth characterization of HV-MAPS prototypes
using test beam data strongly suggests that they can provide
the technology required for a successful Mu3e experiment. In
the mean time, updated prototypes with modifications of the
analog part (MuPix6) and a full integration of the digital read-
out including a fast serializer (MuPix7), became available. They
have recently been subjected to intense beams and were com-
bined with high-rate readout. The different analog and digital
circuits of the MuPix chips can be configured and a large on-
going effort is to find the optimal tuning. The tuning effects
the noise level, signal speed, or the overall power consumption.
For the Mu3e experiment, a low power consumption is advan-
tageous to allow cooling with gaseous helium to retain the min-
imal material budget. The next step for the Mu3e experiment is
a full-scale sensor prototype. A sensor size of 13 mm × 20 mm
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is planned that will be used to build a first working prototype
of the whole detector.

Overall, HV-MAPS proved to be a promising new technol-
ogy. The integrated construction, low material budget, and full
digital readout are features that are of interest to many other
experiments besides Mu3e. It is investigated as an upgrade op-
tion e. g. for the ATLAS experiment [67].

11.2 track fitting with multiple scattering

Even with the novel thin pixel sensors discussed above, particle
tracking for the Mu3e experiment is challenging. The low mo-
mentum electrons have strongly curved trajectories that are still
dominated by multiple scattering. The Mu3e geometry allows
for large propagation paths and can detect tracks that curl back
in the magnetic field. At first, the track fitting seems similar to
typical trajectory reconstruction at collider experiments. How-
ever, the dominating multiple scattering and large curvatures
are usually not a priority for existing tools and algorithms that
were developed mainly for tracking at high energies.

For successful tracking, a correct track model, i. e. the de-
terministic propagation and the corresponding uncertainty de-
scription, is vital. It is therefore necessary to evaluate which
track model is optimal for a given detector configuration. Here,
I investigated the performance of a novel type of track fit based
on hit triplets with a focus on the Mu3e detector geometry. The
algorithm breaks the particle trajectory into overlapping sets of
hit triplets. It then fits each triplet assuming negligible position
uncertainty and dominating multiple scattering by minimizing
the scattering angle at the inner hit. In the end, triplets are com-
bined into a global trajectory by a simple averaging of the fitted
momentum.

This simple construction shows excellent performance for
multiple scattering dominated tracking and is especially suit-
able for high curvature tracks. This includes both high precision
and a correct description of the resulting parameter uncertain-
ties. The new track fit also scales surprisingly well into a regime
where hit uncertainties are dominating. In contrast, a single he-
lix fit designed for low curvature tracks with dominating hit
uncertainties does not perform as well when scaled down to
the multiple scattering regime. The results show that the novel
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triplets fit algorithm allows fast fits for the Mu3e experiment. Its
superior tracking performance in the relevant regime makes it
the method of choice for online reconstruction for the Mu3e ex-
periment. Since the triplets are independent, the triplet fits can
be performed in parallel. This can be used e. g. to perform ini-
tial track finding, by separately fitting multiple possible triplets
and combining them at a later stage.

For offline, high precision reconstruction of particle trajecto-
ries, the advanced general broken lines fit can be used. I tested
the viability of the algorithm and explored its application for
Mu3e. The general broken lines fit allows improvement of the
momentum resolution by up to 20 %, especially for the high
momentum tracks. Every increase in resolution translates into
a higher background suppression and consequently to a higher
sensitivity for the signal decay.

However, the long propagation paths of the recurling tracks
in the Mu3e experiment are challenging for all algorithms, espe-
cially concerning the uncertainty of the reconstructed momenta.
So far, tracks with long propagation paths and high curvature
were not in the focus of algorithm development. This interest-
ing finding will require further investigation.

Until now, the simulations intentionally assumed only Gaus-
sian noise to describe multiple scattering. This is a reasonable
assumption for the core scattering distribution and consistent
with multiple scattering theory. As well, energy loss at the de-
tector layers was not considered. This simplified simulation
allowed the direct comparison of the different tracking algo-
rithms. In the next step, a complete simulation of the Mu3e
detector should be used.

I implemented both the different fit algorithms and the nec-
essary tools in a comprehensive software package. It enables
both additional tracking studies for the Mu3e experiment and
for other applications of novel track fits e. g. in a collider setting.

One of the essential tasks for the successful reconstruction of
tracks with a pixel detector is the correct alignment of the differ-
ent sensors. For the Mu3e experiment, a track-based alignment
strategy is foreseen. The general broken lines fit was initially
designed as a track model for detector alignment and is also
the candidate algorithm for Mu3e. Investigations to employ the
general broken lines for track-based detector alignment in the
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Mu3e experiment using the software developed in this thesis
are currently underway.

11.3 conclusion

The work presented in this thesis showed that the Mu3e track-
ing concept is feasible and that both the hardware and software
prerequisites can be met.

The first working high voltage monolithic active pixel sensor
prototype was subjected to test beam measurements. A detailed
examination of its response to particles provides confidence
that, despite the novelty of the sensor design, HV-MAPS can
provide the necessary performance for high rate, high precision
particle tracking. This marks the transition of HV-MAPS from a
pixel sensor concept to a working technology and should also
trigger interest for other possible applications. Mu3e will be the
first physics experiment to use high voltage monolithic active
pixel sensors.

To complement the new hardware compatible with multiple
scattering dominated tracks, a novel, fast track fitting algorithm
based on hit triplets was tested. The results showed that the
triplets fit is suitable for online tracking for the Mu3e experi-
ment. Offline refinement of track parameters for high precision
measurements can be performed with the general broken lines
fit as demonstrated in this work.

The research proposal for the Mu3e experiment was accepted
in 2013 and a progress report for the initial phase I of the exper-
iment is scheduled for submission to the research council of the
Paul Scherrer Institute in February 2016. A first full-scale sen-
sor prototype is expected to be produced in 2016. The availabil-
ity of a first assembly of the central detector should coincide
with the availability of the solenoid magnet. While the basic
technology has been proven to work, there are still some chal-
lenges ahead. High rate read-out of the full detector and the
subsequent processing with an online filter farm, as well as the
detector alignment and calibration will be of importance.
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A N A LY T I C T R A C K P R O PA G AT I O N

The propagation of particle tracks in a magnetic field is one
of the core components required for track reconstruction. De-
pending on the magnetic field configuration this may involve
computationally expensive calculations, but for simple configu-
rations fast analytic expressions can be derived.

In the following chapter, the basic equations for particle tra-
jectories in a homogeneous magnetic field will be reviewed. The
propagation of track parameters along the trajectories and to
specific points of interest will be discussed.

a.1 equations of motion

A charged particle moving in a magnetic field is subject to the
Lorentz force. In the absence of additional forces its equations
of motion can be written as follows.1 1 All equations are

given in SI units.

F = q(v × B) = dp
dt (A.1)

The Lorentz force is perpendicular to the velocity and as a re-
sult the absolute momentum p = ∥p∥ with p = γmv, m being
the mass of the particle and γ being the relativistic Lorentz fac-
tor, is a conserved quantity.

Using the relation ds/ dt = v between path length, time, and
velocity and the conservation of absolute momentum and abso-
lute velocity, the equations of motion can be rewritten in terms
of the integrated path length s along the particle curve.

dx
ds = T̂ (A.2)

dT̂
ds = T̂ × q

pc
B(x) (A.3)

Here, the resulting six coupled differential equations are writ-
ten as two sets of equations, one set for the position x and one
set for the normalized tangent vector T̂.

Solving these equations for arbitrary field configurations is
usually performed using numerical integration techniques. The
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various Runge-Kutta methods [1, 2] have been applied exten-
sively in the high energy physics community for track propa-
gation in inhomogeneous magnetic fields, e. g. in Bugge and
Myrheim [16] or Lund et al. [47]. However, they are computa-
tionally expensive. For simple field configurations, fast analyt-
ical solutions can be found that are discussed in the following
sections.

a.2 helix trajectory

A common magnet configuration in a particle physics experi-
ment is a solenoid where the central inner field is reasonably
well described by a homogeneous field, i. e. a magnetic field
with constant direction and magnitude. For low-mass detectors,
such as the Mu3e silicon tracker, energy losses of the particle
along its path can be neglected and the particle momentum
can be assumed to be a conserved quantity over the whole tra-
jectory.

Without loss of generality the magnetic field can be set to B =

BzẐ, where Ẑ is the unit vector along the z-axis of the global
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. The equations of
motion in Equation A.2 are then simplified to

dx
ds = T̂ (A.4)
dT̂
ds = K Ẑ × T̂ (A.5)

with the global curvature parameter K = − q
pc Bz. The resulting

particle trajectory is a helix, i.e. a circular motion in the plane
transverse to the field direction and a linear drift along the field
direction.

Instead of solving the equations explicitly for each coordinate
the approach outlined in Strandlie and Wittek [38] will be fol-
lowed and the solution x(s) and T̂(s) will be defined in terms
of a set of unit vectors with the initial position x(0) = x0 and
the initial tangent vector T(0) = T̂0 as the initial condition. The
initial tangent is equivalent to the normalized initial particle
momentum T̂0 = p0/ ∥p∥0.

The choice of unit vectors is strongly related to the choice
of track parameters, e. g. the projections of the initial position
onto the unit vectors are often used to define the spatial track
parameters. Further calculations can be simplified if the chosen
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set forms a basis, i. e. their pair-wise scalar product vanishes
and their pair-wise vector product produces the third vector.

a.2.1 Magnetic System

The two known unit vectors of the equations of motion (A.4) are
the magnetic field direction Ẑ and the initial tangent vector of
the particle T̂0 = p0/ ∥p∥0. They are generally not orthogonal.
An orthonormal basis that naturally describes the motion in the
magnetic field can be constructed using these unit vectors by
defining the two orthonormal unit vectors Û and F̂0 as follows.

Û0 = Ẑ × T̂0/
Ẑ × T̂0

 (A.6)

F̂0 = Û0 × Ẑ (A.7)

By construction, these two vectors together with the magnetic
field direction Ẑ form the orthonormal basis set {F̂0, Û0, Ẑ}, i.e.
they satisfy the following relations.

F̂0 × Û0 = Ẑ (A.8)

Û0 × Ẑ = F̂0 (A.9)

Ẑ × F̂0 = Û0 (A.10)

The first two vectors F̂0 and Û0 span the plane transverse to the
field, i.e. the global x-y plane, and depend on the initial particle
direction, as indicate by the subscript. F̂0 is proportional to the
projection of the initial tangent vector onto the transverse plane
and allows the decomposition of the initial tangent into the
transverse and longitudinal components.

T̂0 = cos λF̂0 + sin λẐ (A.11)

The angle λ is the so-called dip angle that describes the relative
strength of the transverse and longitudinal motion.

With the initial values x0 and T̂0 for position and tangent
and the unit vectors defined above, the expression for the helix
trajectory is

K(x − x0) = aF̂0 sin τ + aÛ0(1 − cos τ) + bẐ τ (A.12)

T̂ = aF̂0 cos τ + aÛ0 sin τ + bẐ (A.13)

where the previously defined curvature paramter K and the
two scaling parameters a = cos λ and b = sin λ were used.
Here, position and tangent are parametrized by the propaga-
tion angle τ = K · s along the transverse circle.
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a.2.2 Track System

Strandlie and Wittek [38] use a different, non-orthonormal set
of unit vectors, namely the tangent vector T̂0, the normalized
magnetic field Ĥ = B/B0, and one additional unit vector N̂0 =

Ĥ × T̂0/ ∥Ĥ × T̂0∥, to define the helix trajectory for an arbitrary
field direction as follows.

Q(x − x0) = T̂0 sin θ + αN̂0(1 − cos θ) + γĤ(θ − sin θ)

(A.14)

T̂ = T̂0 cos θ + αN̂0 sin θ + γĤ(1 − cos θ) (A.15)

Here, the curvature parameter is Q = − ∥B∥ q
pc , the two scaling

parameters α = ∥Ĥ × T̂0∥ and γ = Ĥ · T̂0 describe the rela-
tion between the transverse and the longitudinal motion1, and1 Here: transverse

to the field direction,
not necessarily the

z-axis

a similar propagation angle θ = Q · s marks the position along
the transverse circle.

With this choice of unit vectors it is easier to identify the
approximate behaviour of the trajectory and it is used in [38]
to compute the transport Jacobian matrix along the trajectory.
However, the fact that the vectors are not orthonormal results
in more complicated propagation equations.

Converting between the two parametrizations can be easily
accomplished by setting the magnetic field to B = BzẐ. The ini-
tial track direction T0 is unchanged but the other two unit vec-
tors can be replaced by Ĥ = sgn(Bz) Ẑ and N̂0 = sgn(Bz) Û0
respectively. All other quantities can be redefined in terms of
the new unit vectors and usually acquire an additional fac-
tor sgn(Bz), i. e. α = a, γ = sgn(Bz)b, the curvature K =

−Bzq/p = sgn(Bz)Q, and the propagation angle τ = Ks =

sgn(Bz)θ.

a.2.3 Useful Identities

With the helix solution (A.12) in the magnetic system some use-
ful identities can be easily derived that are applied in the sub-
sequent calculations.

The unit vectors, e. g. F̂0 and Û0 for the magnetic coordinate
system, are defined with respect to the initial tangent vector.
The tangent vector changes along the trajectory and equivalent
coordinate systems can be defined at every point along the tra-
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jectory by calculating the unit vectors with respect to the prop-
agated tangent.

Û = Ẑ × T̂/ ∥Ẑ × T̂∥ = Û0 cos τ − F̂0 sin τ (A.16)

V̂ = T̂ × Û = −bF̂0 cos τ − bÛ0 sin τ + aẐ (A.17)

F̂ = Û × Ẑ = F̂0 cos τ + Û0 sin τ (A.18)

Ẑ × V̂ = bF̂0 sin τ − bÛ0 cos τ (A.19)

The projection of the relative change in position along the prop-
agated tangent is given by:

K(x − x0) · T̂ = a2 sin τ + b2τ. (A.20)

a.3 propagation

What is usually needed are the track parameters at specific
points of interest, e.g. at the point of closest approach to a refer-
ence position or at the intersection between the trajectory and
a detector surface. The previous sections described the compu-
tation of track parameters at arbitrary positions along the par-
ticle trajectory. Since the track parameters are fully defined by
their path length, propagating the track parameters to a specific
point of interest is equivalent to calculating the corresponding
path length.

An appropriate distance measure ds = d[x(s)] can be defined
for any point of interest, e. g. the distance to a possible vertex
position, as a function of the track position. The path length of
the point of interest is the one that minimizes the measure.

si = arg min
s

d(s) (A.21)

Using the analytic trajectory expression Equation A.12 it can be
directly calculated as the solution to the corresponding normal
equations.

∂d
∂s

⏐⏐⏐
si

= 0 (A.22)

For the intersection with a surface the intersection condition
usually takes the form ds = 0. Assuming a strictly positive dis-
tance measure this condition is equivalent to the minimization
condition defined above.
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It should be noted that it is usually easier to use a quadratic
distance measure such as the squared norm of a distance vector
instead of the norm itself, since the initial condition and the
resulting normal equations do not involve square root terms.

a.3.1 Point of closest approach

For a given reference point r, the squared distance

d2(s) =
(
x(s) − r

)2
= (x(s) − r)⊤(x(s) − r)

between the track position and the reference point is used as
the distance measure. The propagation normal equations mul-
tiplied by the curvature K are then given by

K
2

∂d2

∂s

⏐⏐⏐
si

= K Ti · (xi − r) (A.23)

= K (xi − x0) · Ti + K (xo − r) · Ti (A.24)

= 0 (A.25)

Using the analytic trajectory expressions (A.12) the normal
equation above can be rewritten as a trigonometric equation of
the form

fs sin(τ) + fc cos(τ) + fl τ + fk = 0

with the following coefficients

fs = a K (x0 − r) · Û0 + a2 (A.26)

fc = a K (x0 − r) · F̂0 (A.27)

fl = b2 (A.28)

fk = b K (x0 − r) · Ẑ (A.29)

This equation has no analytical solution but a fast approximate
solution can be found by expanding the trigonometric functions
in τ to a fixed order and solving the resulting polynomial equa-
tion directly. Details can be found in Section A.4.

a.3.2 Point of closest transverse approach

For the closest approach in the transverse plane, only the mo-
tion in the transverse plane needs to be considered, i. e. the
distance measure is

d2(s) =
(

x(s)xy − rxy

)2
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The resulting normal equations are formally identical to the
closest approach in three dimensions. All projections onto the
magnetic field direction vanish and the normal equations take
the simpler form

fs sin τ + fc cos τ = 0 (A.30)

with identical definitions of the fs and fc coefficients. The solu-
tion is discussed in Section A.4.

a.3.3 Planar surface

A plane can be defined by its normalized unit vector N̂ and an
arbitrary anchor point a on the surface. Every point y on the
plane then satisfies the following plane equation.

(y − a) · N̂ = 0 (A.31)

The plane equation can be used directly to find the path length
si of the intersection. To simplify, the calculations are multiplied
with the curvature parameter K and the dynamic part and the
static parts are seperated involving only the initial position x0
and the anchor point.

K (xi − x0) · N̂ + K (x0 − a) · N̂ = 0 (A.32)

By inserting the analytic trajectory expression from Equa-
tion A.12, the plane equation can be rewritten as a trigonomet-
ric equation of the form

fs sin(τ) + fc cos(τ) + fl τ + fk = 0 (A.33)

with the following coefficients

fs = a F̂0 · N̂ (A.34)

fc = a Û0 · N̂ (A.35)

fl = b Ẑ · N̂ (A.36)

fk = K (x0 − a) N̂ (A.37)

For a plane parallel to the magnetic field direction, i. e. Ẑ ⊥ N̂,
or for a transverse track with b = 0 the linear term vanishes and
only the reduced equation fs sin(τ) + fc cos(τ) + fk = 0 needs
to be solved. For a plane orthogonal to the field direction, i. e.
F̂0 ⊥ N̂ and Û0 ⊥ N̂, fs and fc vanish and the equation reduces
to the linear equation fl τ + fk = 0. A detailed discussion of the
solution can be found in Section A.4.
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a.3.4 Cylindrical surface

For simplicity only cylindrical surfaces that are aligned with the
magnetic field directions will be considered. Due to the symme-
try along the cylinder axis only the transverse motion needs to
be considered. In the transverse plane the cylinder is a circle
defined by its center c = [cx, cy] and its radius rc. The squared
distance to the cylinder surface is given by

d2(s) =
(

x(s)xy − c
)2

− r2
c (A.38)

where only the particle position in the global xy-plane, i. e. the
transverse plane of the magnetic field, are taken into account.
The intersection of the track with the cylinder is given by

d2(s) = 0. Using y = K
(

x(s)xy − x0,xy

)
and d = K

(
x0,xy − c

)
,

the intersection condition can be rewritten as

K2d2(s) = (y − d)2 − r2
c (A.39)

= y2 − 2 y · d + d2 − r2
c = 0 (A.40)

The different terms of the condition can be easily derived by
inserting the analytic trajectory Equation A.12 into y to yield
the following expressions.

y2 = 2a2(1 − cos τ) (A.41)

y · d = a(F̂0 · d) sin τ − a(Û0 · d)(1 − cos τ) (A.42)

Inserting these expressions back into the intersection condition
Equation A.39 allow it to be rewritten as a trigonometric equa-
tion of the form

fs sin τ + fc cos τ + fk = 0 (A.43)

with the following coefficients.

fs = −2a(F̂0 · d) (A.44)

fc = −2a(Û0 · d) − 2a2 (A.45)

fk = 2a(Û0 · d) + 2a2 + d2 − r2
c = d2 − r2

c − fc (A.46)

The solution to the trigonometric equation is discussed in Sec-
tion A.4.
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a.3.5 Line

A line can defined by a normalized direction vector N̂ and one
arbitrary reference position a on the line. All positions on the
line can then be calculated as follows.

l = a + t · N̂ t ∈ R (A.47)

For any given position y the closest point on the line ly can
be calculated by projecting the distance to the reference vector
onto the normal vector to calculate t and use equation A.47 to
calculate the closest point.

ly = a +
(
(y − a) · N̂

)
N̂ (A.48)

The distance to line is then given by the distance to the closest
point.

d[y] =
(y − a) −

(
(y − a) · N̂

)
N̂
 (A.49)

To calculate the point of closest approach to the line on the
helix the squared distance to the closest point d2

s = d[x(s)]2 is
used as the distance measure. The resulting normal equations
are given by

1
2

dd2
s

ds

⏐⏐⏐
si

=
(
(xi − a) − ((xi − a) · N̂)N̂

) (
Ti − (T̂i · N̂)N̂

)

= (xi − a) · T̂i −
(
(xi − a) · N̂

) (
T̂i · N̂

)

= 0 (A.50)

With shortcuts for the initial scaled distance d = K (x0 − a) and
the scaled helix position yi = K (xi − x0) relative to the initial
position the normal equations can be rewritten as follows

K
2

dd2
s

ds

⏐⏐⏐
si

= (yi · T̂i) + (d · T̂i)

− (yi · N̂)(T̂i · N̂) − (d · N̂)(T̂i · N̂)

= 0

(A.51)

It should be noted that the reference point on the line can
be chosen freely. As a result it can always be chosen such that
the initial distance vector is orthogonal to the normal vector by
using the closest point to the initial helix position on the line
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as the reference point, i. e. a′ = a +
(
(x0 − a) · N̂

)
N̂. Using the

updated initial scaled distance vector

d′ = K

(
(x0 − a) −

(
(x0 − a) · N̂

)
N̂

)
(A.52)

the identity d′ · N̂ = 0 can be applied to derive the final normal
equation for the closest approach.

yi · T̂i + d′ · T̂i − (yi · N̂)(T̂i · N̂) = 0 (A.53)

Inserting the helix trajectory equation A.12 yields the following
explicit expressions for the different terms

yi · T̂i = a2 sin τ + b2τ (A.54)

d · T̂i = a dF cos τ + a dU sin τ + b dZ (A.55)

yi · N̂ = a nF sin τ + a nU (1 − cos τ) + b nZτ (A.56)

T̂i · N̂ = a nF cos τ + a nU sin τ + b nZ (A.57)

where the following shortcuts for the projections of the line
normal vector and the initial scale distance vector onto the unit
vectors of the helix system have been used.

dF = d′ · F̂0

dU = d′ · Û0

dZ = d′ · Ẑ

nF = N̂ · F̂0

nU = N̂ · Û0

nZ = N̂ · Ẑ

(A.58)

The additional condition n2
C + n2

U + n2
Z = 1 holds for the pro-

jections of the line normal vector due to the normalization of N̂

and the basis property of the helix unit vector.
To solve the normal equations A.53 the product (y1 · N̂)(T̂i ·

N̂) needs to be computed. For the general case of an arbitrarily
oriented line this results in a transcendental equation involv-
ing combinations of trigonometric functions that has no ana-
lytic solution. For the time being, only the special case of a line
parallel to the z-axis will be considered, i. e. N̂ = Ẑ. The pro-
jections of the normal vector onto the helix unit vectors follow
as nC = nU = 0 and nZ = 1. This yields a simplified normal
equation of the of the form

fs sin τ + fc cos τ + fl τ + fk = 0 (A.59)
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with the following parameters.

fs = a dU − a2 (A.60)

fc = a dF (A.61)

fl = 2 b2 (A.62)

fk = b dz (A.63)

The solution of this equation is discussed in Section A.4.

a.4 solutions of the propagation equations

The solution to the different propagation equations defined
above can often be rewritten as a trigonometric equation of the
following form.

fs sin τ + fc cos τ + fl τ + fk = 0 (A.64)

In general, this transcendental equation has no closed-form so-
lution, but analytic solutions can be found for some special
cases. For the general case, approximate solutions can be de-
rived.

a.4.1 Transverse Case

For a vanishing linear coefficient fl = 0 only the following re-
duced equation needs to be solved.

fs sin τ + fc cos τ + fk = 0 (A.65)

This transcendental equation has a closed-form solution that is
given by

τ = arcsin
(

− fk

c

)
− τ0 (A.66)

with c =
√

f 2
s + f 2

c and τ0 = atan2( fc, fk). Please note that due
to the sin periodicity the arcsin function can take two different
values in the −π to π range. Therefore, two solutions, τ1 = τ

and τ2 = π − τ, exists. Which one of these is the correct solution
depends on the specific propagation configuration.
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a.4.2 Forward Case

For vanishing sin and cos coefficients, e. g. when propagating
to a forward plane, Equation A.64 reduces to a linear equation
with the following solution.

τ = − fk

fl
(A.67)

a.4.3 General Case

In the general case of non-zero coefficients components, this
transcendental equation has no closed-form solution. However,
the function is smooth and relatively well-behaved. An approx-
imate solution can be easily derived by expanding the trigono-
metric function in τ up to a fixed order and solving the result-
ing polynomial directly.

Algebraic expressions for the roots of quadratic, cubic, and
quartic polynomials exist and can be found in the mathemat-
ical literature. The trigonometric function in Equation A.64 is
therefore expanded to the fourth order as follows

sin τ = τ − 1
6 τ3 + O(τ5) (A.68)

cos τ = 1 − 1
2 τ2 + 1

24 τ4 + O(τ4) (A.69)

and substitute τ = K s to convert the initial trigonometric equa-
tion as a function of the propagation angle τ into a fourth order
polynomial of the path length s

f0 + f1s + f2s2 + f3s3 + f4s4 = 0 (A.70)

with coefficients

f0 = fk + fc (A.71)

f1 = ( fl + fs)K (A.72)

f2 = − 1
2 fc K2 (A.73)

f3 = − 1
6 fs K3 (A.74)

f4 = 1
24 fc K4 (A.75)

This expansion is valid for small values of τ = K s = s/R. 1 This1 This is usually the
case for particle

trackers but is not
necessarily true for
the long recurling

tracks in the Mu3e
experiment.

is satisfied if the path length s is small compared to the three-
dimensional radius R of the circle. For very short path lengths
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s or very low curvature, i. e. high momenta K ∼ 1/R ∼ 1/p,
the fourth order expansion might be unnecessary and a lower
order polynomial could be sufficient.

The polynomial usually has multiple roots. Some correspond
to the approximate roots of the initial trigonometric equations
and some are the result of the approximation. Which one of
the possible roots correspond to the physical solution depends
again on the specific propagation configuration.

If the approximate solution is insufficient and additional ac-
curacy is required, the solution has to be calculated numeri-
cally. Due to the simplicity of the original equation, Newton’s
method, discussed e. g. in [23], can be used to optimize one of
the approximate solutions in an iterative algorithm.

a.4.4 Conversion from propagation angle to path length

So far, the initial equation A.64 and all its solutions have been
given in terms of the propagation angle τ = K s. However, the
physical solution should be written in terms of the path length.

The path length always increases along the the direction of
the track, whereas the propagation angle τ either increases or
decreases depending on the curvature sign. In addition, for a
given solution of τ, additional solutions τ ± 2π exists.1 These 1 Or ±n · 2π with

n ∈ N for multiple
helix turns.

are usually approximate solutions but they become exact for
fl = 0. This means that a small τ could correspond to a large
path length s = (τ + 2π)/K and vice versa.

Therefore, the conversion from angle to path length needs to
take into account the expected direction and the curvature sign.
E. g. for a propagation along the track direction the τ solutions
need to be shifted such that the calculated path length s = τ/K
is positive.
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T H E WAT S O N T R A C K I N G L I B R A RY

Watson is a C++11 library that provides basic functionality re-
quired for track reconstruction in a particle physics experiment
based on the Eigen linear algebra package [84]. It was designed
for modern compilers with a focus on simplicity and tries to
have minimal external dependencies. It was developed for the
Mu3e experiment but is general enough to be suitable for other
experiments.

b.1 motivation and prior art

The Mu3e experiment has very specific requirements when it
comes to particle tracking and track reconstruction. Only a sin-
gle detector technology, thin silicon pixel sensors, is us ed in
the tracker and the detector geometry is relatively simple com-
pared to other existing detectors, e. g. CMS or ATLAS. The mag-
netic field is intentionally designed to be homogeneous over
a very large part of the detector volume to allow the usage
of fast analytic propagation and reconstruction algorithms, but
the low momentum of the decay particles results in trajectories
with large curvatures and highly non-linear behaviour.

The detector uses a tracker with only four detector layers.1 1 A maximum of
eight hits per
particle track when
taking into account
recurlers.

The pixel sensor single hit resolution combined with their small
thickness means that measured hits can be directly translated
into three-dimensional space points. No additional calcula-
tions, e. g. combining stereo layers for silicon strip sensors, are
needed.

Almost all other particle physics experiments have to solve
similar problems and have usually at least one track reconstruc-
tion software package. However, their situation is usually not
identical and as a result most existing tracking software tends
to be specific for a given experiment. The ATLAS and CMS
experiments at CERN both have well established reconstruc-
tion packages [42, 83] and the CMS collaboration has published
their offline analysis software on GitHub [83] since 2013.
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The tracker geometry and the material description for both
experiments is larger and more complicated than the Mu3e
tracker. The tracking packages are also embedded in a much
larger reconstruction framework that includes calorimetry, par-
ticle identification, and so on. Those features are not required
for the Mu3e experiment. In addition, their main focus are usu-
ally high momentum tracks. Low momentum tracks with large
curvature are only a corner case for their track reconstruction
challenges.

Another option is the GenFit package, an experiment-inde-
pendent track fitting toolkit [53, 74]. It was originally designed
for the PANDA experiment at GSI/FAIR but is also used at the
FOPI experiment and at the Belle-II experiment. It is a full track
reconstruction framework that provides multiple track fitting
algorithms. It supports complex detector geometries, different
detector technologies and inhomogeneous magnetic fields.

The available packages tend to provide too much function-
ality. Having to support this usually requires compromises in
other areas, e. g. speed or usability. As a new experiment we
can start with a blank slate. No legacy systems exist that would
need to be supported. We can therefore choose to develop
our own reconstruction package that optimally fits our special
needs.

b.2 functionality

The following functionality is implemented in watson. This
includes e. g. the helical track propagation discussed in Ap-
pendix A.

geometry Geometric surfaces, e. g. planes and cylinders, and
related operations, i. e. conversion between local and
global coordinates, distances to and closest points on the
surface. Helical and polynomial space curves.

detectors and material Handling of measurement un-
certainties and required projections; effects from material
interaction, e. g. multiple scattering.

track parameters Different track state parametrizations,
i. e. global parameters in the global Cartesian coordinate
system, local parameters on a given plane or surface,
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parameters at the closest approach to a given point. Con-
version between the different parametrizations including
uncertainty propagation.

track propagation Linear and helical propagation of track
parameters either freely in space or to given points of
interest, e. g. to the intersection with a surface. The im-
plementation uses the direct propagation calculations de-
scribed in Appendix A.

track fitting Single helix fit, triplets fit, and general broken
lines fit and required functionality. The latter fit exists in
two version, once as a wrapper to the original implemen-
tation by Claus Kleinwort [87] and once as a custom im-
plementation based on the Eigen library.

vertex fitting Fast multiple scattering vertex fit.

error propagation Propagation Jacobians along helical
trajectories and between different reference surfaces and
points of closest approach. Propagation between differ-
ent systems, e. g. local track system and measurement
system.

b.3 additional features

b.3.1 ROOT Compatibility

In contrast to most existing software packages in the high
energy physics community, watson is not based on ROOT. All
geometry and linear algebra calculations use the Eigen library
instead. To be able to integrate watson into other high energy
physics packages necessitates additional means to provide
ROOT compatibility. A separate header-only library eigen_root
is provided that enables easy integration with ROOT and other
ROOT-based packages. It uses the plugin mechanism of the
Eigen library to extend the Eigen vector and matrix types with
additional functionality.

Fixed-size Eigen vectors and vector expressions with 2, 3, or
4 coordinates are extended with additional accessor methods
that mimic the interfaces of the corresponding geometric ROOT
GenVector and CLHep types. E. g. .x(), .y(), and .phi() can
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be used to access the respective coordinates. Extended construc-
tors and assignment operators allow the creation of fixed-size
Eigen vectors from GenVector types. With these additions fixed-
size Eigen vectors and geometric GenVector and CLHep types
coordinate types can seamlessly interchanged.

Compatibility with the ROOT linear algebra types TMatrix

/ TVector and SMatrix / SVector is made available via ad-
ditional conversion functions and overloaded assignment
operators. ROOT types can be created from Eigen types by
calling one of the .toTMatrix(), .toTVector(), .toSMatrix(),
and to.SVector() methods that are implemented by eigen_root.
Constructing Eigen types from ROOT types can be achieved by
directly assigning a ROOT type to an Eigen type or by calling
on of the overloaded constructors.

With the additional eigen_root compatibility layer the watson
library can take full advantage of the Eigen library while grant-
ing interoperability with other ROOT based packages.

b.3.2 Python Wrapper

A python wrapper exists that provides most of the functionality
of the main C++ library. It is intended to allow fast prototyping
and for testing purposes.

b.3.3 Operating Systems

Watson is not tied to specific versions of any operating system.
It was initially developed on Linux based systems and should
work with any recent Linux distribution, e. g. OpenSuse 13.1
or higher, Fedora 22 or higher. It was also tested to work on
MacOS X 10.8 or higher.
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Figure C.1: Azimuth angle φ resolution, bias, and pull for the gen-
eral broken lines fit using either the helix fit or the triplets fit
with counter term and and hit uncertainties as a reference tra-
jectory. The ATLAS-like geometry described in Chapter 9 and
tracks with a fixed dip angle of λ = 20° are used.
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Figure C.2: Dip angle λ resolution, bias, and pull for the general
broken lines fit using either the helix fit or the triplets fit with
counter term and and hit uncertainties as a reference trajectory.
The ATLAS-like geometry described in Chapter 9 and tracks
with a fixed dip angle of λ = 20° are used.
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Figure C.3: Position fit bias at the inner-most hit for the ATLAS-like
geometry described in Chapter 9 with different trackfits. Tracks
with a fixed dip angle of λ = 20° are used.
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Figure C.4: Momentum parameters fit bias for the Mu3e geometry
described in Chapter 10 with different trackfits. Short tracks with
four hits and a fixed dip angle λ = 20° are used.
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Figure C.5: Position resolution at the inner-most hit for the Mu3e
geometry described in Chapter 10 with different trackfits. Short
tracks with four hits and a fixed dip angle λ = 20° are used.
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Figure C.6: Position pull distribution widths at the inner-most hit
for the Mu3e geometry described in Chapter 10 with different
trackfits. Short tracks with four hits and a fixed dip angle λ = 20°
are used.
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Figure C.7: Position pull distribution widths at the inner-most hit for
the Mu3e geometry described in Chapter 10 with different track-
fits. Long, recurling tracks with six hits and a fixed dip angle λ

= 20° are used.
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